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Abstract

The SATI Foundation, one of the organizations dedicated to assisting underprivileged
children, focuses on engaging with these children to provide assistance in areas such as
health, well-being, and education. This project aims to enhance the SATI Line Official with
new features and functionalities designed to engage underprivileged children with essential
support systems and facilitate connections with them. With a collaborative effort with the
Myanmar Students Learning Center at Rangsit market, the goal is to develop these features,
emphasizing effective communication and utilization by underprivileged children for a better
quality of life and optimizing the workflow for SATI staff, ultimately making their work
more efficient and effective.
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Glossary

Krungsri Nimble An innovation and IT solution hub for new and advanced
technologies. The company will help the Krungsri group to make
innovative changes for the benefit of clients while reinforcing its
leadership position in the market.

Krungsri team builder Group of developers from Krungsri Nimble

Myanmar Students
Learning Center

Myanmar study center that provides free education, activities and
community support for the burmese children located near the
Rangsit market in Pathum Thani province in Thailand.

Rangsit Caretakers The person who takes care of Burmese refugee children at the
Myanmar Students Learning Center.

Refugee Someone who is running away from their home due to the war or
violence conflict.

SATI staff Individuals who are employed in the SATI Foundation

Street children Children who have fled from their families and reside
independently or occupy their time on the street.

Underprivileged youth Young people who face disadvantage or lack of basic resources
that others may have such as access to education, financial,
healthcare and essential opportunities.
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Executive Summary

Underprivileged youth, hailing from economically disadvantaged backgrounds, face a
myriad of challenges that go beyond the absence of basic necessities. These challenges
encompass limited access to quality education, language barriers, inadequate healthcare,
nutritional deficiencies, and an insecure living environment. The intricate interplay of these
factors contributes to a cycle of socio-economic disparities, profoundly influencing the life
trajectories of underprivileged youth, as described by Hagan & McCarthy (2017).

Similarly, most Burmese refugee children face various kinds of problems, but one of the most
cases came from their parents. Lack of support from their family causes them to feel excluded
from the community. Subsequently, the absence of parental support can exacerbate existing
difficulties faced by Burmese refugee children, such as language barriers, cultural adjustment,
and limited access to education and healthcare. Moreover, the lack of familial support may
contribute to feelings of insecurity and vulnerability among Burmese refugee children, as
they navigate the uncertainties of life as displaced individuals. Without a reliable support
system to turn to in times of need, these children may experience heightened levels of stress,
anxiety, and uncertainty about their future. Additionally, the absence of parental involvement
can impact these children's emotional development and sense of self-worth, potentially
leading to long-term psychological and social consequences. For this reason, it is essential to
have reliable support in order to provide assistance and support to these children.

SATI is a grassroots non-profit organization based in Thailand, with a mission to enhance
healthcare, wellbeing and education for underprivileged children through active learning
workshops and livelihood programs. It aims to uplift the lives of these individuals by
promoting good physical and mental health, organizing education activities, and offering a
scholarship program for underprivileged youth. Recognizing the persistent lack of access to
basic necessities among these children, organizations like SATI are pivotal in improving
society’s quality of life by providing essential assistance to those in need.

We have established a partnership and are actively collaborating with the SATI Foundation to
enhance engagement and support for Burmese refugee children. Together, we are dedicated to
creating impactful solutions, one of which is the development of the SATI Line Official
platform tailored specifically to meet the needs of these children.

In this initiative, our goal is to improve the functionality of the SATI Line Official by
introducing a new feature designed to connect with the underprivileged youth. These
enhancements will primarily focus on establishing connections with support systems,
specifically targeting Burmese refugee children associated with the Myanmar Students
Learning Center at Rangsit market. The key objectives essential for empowering
underprivileged engagement are as follows:

(1) Understanding the Background of Burmese Refugee Children in Thailand
(2) Identifying the Additional Feature within the SATI Line Official to Connect with
Underprivileged Children
(3) User Engagement Tracking after Presenting the Prototype

By achieving these objectives, the project begins with gathering all the background of the
Burmese refugee children through interview and observation in order to gain a better
understanding of the focus group. Additionally, SATI staff interviews have been conducted to
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identify issues motivating the SATI Foundation desire to update the SATI Line Official's
features. Subsequently, data analysis will be performed, and user engagement will be
monitored.

In this report, we have demonstrated the result and findings derived from our analysis of
information obtained through interviews. The results have been categorized into 15 relevant
findings, aligning with the objectives of our project. Through this analysis, we successfully
pinpointed challenges and discerned the preferences of the focus group, essential elements to
ensure the effectiveness of the updated feature.

Finding 1 highlights the impact of excluding local Burmese youth from society, revealing
two significant challenges in terms of physical and mental well-being. Furthermore, this
exclusion undermines their rights and opportunities for development. This finding focuses on
the difficulties faced by Burmese refugees residing in Thailand.

Finding 2 highlights challenges for the teams, revealing that Burmese youth favor private
communication with specific caretakers on personal matters. This preference poses an
efficiency problem and discomfort in interactions. Understanding these findings is crucial for
addressing the problems faced by SATI staff and enhancing the effectiveness of a streamlined
counseling system.

Finding 3 reveals the preference of Burmese youth to either live among friends or seek
independence. This finding delves into the reasons behind their choices, offering supporting
motives for their decisions.

Finding 4 underscores the inefficiency of the SATI Line Official in connecting with Burmese
youth, highlighting the importance of addressing the SATI Line Official's effectiveness and
finding ways to enhance user engagement.

Finding 5 stresses the SATI Line Official problems encountered by Burmese youth,
emphasizing difficulties and incongruities. This finding illustrates the challenges experienced
by Burmese youth with the SATI Line Official.

Finding 6 emphasizes that the unappealing interface and overall design of SATI Line Official
contributes to low user motivation. These findings are essential to improve the SATI Line
Official's aesthetics and visuals, thereby increasing engagement among children.

Finding 7 demonstrates that the unfamiliarity of SATI Line Official among Burmese children
results in reduced engagement. This finding emphasizes the importance of making the SATI
Line Official more familiar to children as a means of enhancing their interest in the SATI
Line Official.

Finding 8 emphasizes the highly favored feature within the SATI Line Official, which the
result is a game. This finding holds significant importance in highlighting the outcome
obtained from our initial observation regarding users' preferred feature.

Finding 9 underscores the difference in preferences between children and caretakers
regarding the counseling room and game features in SATI Line Official. This finding is
crucial to strike a balance in fulfilling their desires and enhance the development of SATI
Line Officials.

xv



Finding 10 highlights the children’s enthusiasm in the prototype during the second
observation. This finding emphasizes the high level of engagement with the recent prototype,
indicating a strong interest in its features
Finding 11 emphasizes that our finalized prototype captures the interest of all Burmese
children. This finding provides reassurance that the children will actively participate with the
prototype we have designed.

Finding 12 illustrates the importance of balancing children’s preferences and risks for safety
in game development. These findings are crucial to raise awareness among children and
safeguard them from potential criminal or violent incidents in the future.

Finding 13 suggests altering the layout and color scheme of the prototype slightly to enhance
formality and ease of comprehension. This finding reflects the overall feedback of the
children regarding the prototype, utilizing their perspectives and suggestions to refine and
better cater to their needs.

Finding 14 highlights the challenges developers encounter in enhancing in-game features.
This finding underscores the necessity for refining game features through the implementation
of Krungsri Team Builder's framework.

Finally, Finding 15 underscores the importance of the ever-changing trends ensuring the
application remains relevant and appealing to the target group. This finding is essential for
ensuring the continued appeal of the application to the target group over time.

These 15 findings provide valuable insights necessary to comprehend the background and
preferences of our focus group, as well as the challenges encountered by Burmese children
and caretakers. To effectively enhance underprivileged youth engagement and assistance
through the development of SATI Line Official, a thorough understanding of their
information is crucial.

Moreover, we would like to recommend the SATI organization to enhance the effectiveness
of the SATI Line Official and address the challenges faced by Burmese children and
caretakers. Firstly, it is crucial to continuously research the preferences of the target audience
to ensure the development of engaging and trendy features that align with their evolving
interests. Utilizing SATI Line Official feature insights for progress tracking, including
feedback systems and check-in features, can provide valuable data for analysis. Additionally,
expanding services beyond mobile phone users through mobile trucks and kiosks at public
terminals can reach a wider audience. Ensuring SATI Line Official compatibility across
various phone models is vital for broader accessibility, and marketing efforts, including
collaborations and community outreach, can raise awareness. Lastly, integrating
underprivileged youth into society through community events and skill upgrading initiatives
can foster a sense of belonging and ease their transition into the job market. Overall, with
these recommendations, the team aims to create a more inclusive and effective platform for
the SATI Foundation.
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วัน กMอให) เกิดความวิตกกังวลและความเครียดมากยิ่งขึ้น  นอกจากนี้การได)รับการคุ)มครองดูแลจากผู)ปกครองเปRนสMวนสำคัญ
สMวนหนึ่งที่สMงผลตMอพัฒนาการของเด็ก ๆ เปRนอยMางมาก ดังนั้นการที่เยาวชนกลุMมนี้ไมMได)รับการดูแลจากผู)ปกครองของตน อาจ
สMงผลตMอการพัฒนาทางอารมณkของเด็ก ซึ่งอาจทำให)พวกเขารู)สึกด)อยคMาในตัวเองและอาจนำไปสูMผลลัพธkทางจิตใจในระยะยาว 
ด)วยเหตุนี้จึงมีความจำเปRนที่จะต)องมีระบบชMวยเหลือที่เชื่อถือได)เพื่อสนับสนุนและให)ความชMวยเหลือแกMพวกเขา 
  
มูลนิธิสติเปRนองคkกรที่ไมMแสวงหาผลกําไร และมุMงเน)นการปฏิบัติงานโดยตรงกับเด็กและเยาวชนในหลากหลายด)าน อาทิเชMน 
ด)านสุขภาพ ด)านชีวิตความเปRนอยูM และด)านการศึกษาในประเทศไทย โดยมีสMวนชMวยในการดูแล พัฒนา และผลักดันให)เด็ก
และเยาวชนมีคุณภาพชีวิตที่ดีขึ้น มีสุขภาพทางกายและทางใจที่ดี โดยมูลนิธิมีการจัดกิจกรรมเพื่อการเรียนรู) เสริมสร)าง
สุขภาพจิต และโครงการมอบทุนการศึกษาสำหรับเยาวชนที่ขาดแคลนทุนทรัพยk 
  
ด)วยวิสัยทัศนkนี้ทำให)กลุMมนิสิตได)รMวมมือกับทางมูลนิธิสติ เพื่อเพิ่มการสนับสนุนให)แกMเยาวชนชาวพมMาและเยาวชนผู)ด)อย 
โอกาส ในการพัฒนาและปรับปรุงการทำงานของ SATI Line Official ให)ตอบสนองกับความต)องการของเยาวชน พวกเราจึง
แนะนำและออกแบบคุณสมบัติตMาง ๆ เพื่อให)งMายตMอการทำงานขององคkกรกับเยาวชนมากยิ่งขึ้น โดยมีวัตถุประสงคkของ
โครงงานนี้ดังนี้ 
 

1.   เพื่อเข)าใจภูมิหลังของเยาวชนผู)ลี้ภัยชาวพมMา 
2.   เพิ่มคุณสมบัติใน SATI Line Official เพื่อเชื่อมตMอกับเยาวชนผู)ด)อยโอกาส 
3.   ติดตามการมีสMวนรMวมของผู)ใช)หลังจากนำเสนอต)นแบบคุณสมบัติ 

  
เพื่อให)บรรลุวัตถุประสงคkเหลMานี้ โครงงานนี้จึงเริ่มต)นด)วยการรวบรวมภูมิหลังทั้งหมดของเยาวชนผู)ด)อยโอกาส เยาวชนชาว
พมMาผMานการสัมภาษณkและการสังเกต เพื่อให)เข)าใจในกลุMมเปzาหมายเพิ่มมากยิ่งขึ้น นอกจากนี้ยังมีการสัมภาษณkเจ)าหน)าที่ของ
มูลนิธิสติ เพื่อให)ทราบถึงปOญหาของ SATI Line Official ที่เคยมีมากMอนหน)านี้ และคุณสมบัติที่ต)องการเพิ่ม หลังจากนั้นจึงได)
มีการวิเคราะหkข)อมูลและติดตามการเข)าใช)งานของ SATI Line Official ของผู)ใช)ในแตMละวัน 
  
ในโครงงานนี้เราได)นำเสนอเกี่ยวกับการวิเคราะหkข)อมูลจากการสัมภาษณkเพื่อที่จะนำไปสูMการพัฒนาคุณสมบัติของ SATI Line 
Official โดยสามารถนำข)อมูลมาวิเคราะหkได)เปRน 15 ข)อค)นพบที่สอดคล)องกับวัตถุประสงคkของโครงงาน การวิเคราะหkข)อมูล
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เหลMานี้เราได)มองเห็นถึงความต)องการของกลุMมเปzาหมาย ซึ่งเปRนองคkประกอบสำคัญเพื่อให)พวกเรามั่นใจวMาคุณสมบัติที่ได)รับ
การพัฒนาเรียบร)อยแล)วนั้นจะมีประสิทธิภาพและตอบสนองตMอความต)องการของผู)ใช)งานได)เปRนอยMางดี  
 
ข.อค.นพบ 1 : กลMาวถึงผลกระทบในการแบMงแยกเยาวชนชาวพมMาออกจากสังคม ซึ่งเผยให)เห็นถึงความท)าทายที่สำคัญสอง
ประการในแงMของความเปRนอยูMที่ดีทั้งทางรMางกายและจิตใจ นั่นก็คือการละเว)นและการแบMงแยก นอกจากนี้สองสิ่งนี้เปRนการ
ทำลายสิทธิและโอกาสที่กลุMมคนเหลMานี้ควรได)รับ ข)อค)นพบนี้จึงมุMงเน)นให)เห็นถึงความยากลำบากที่เยาวชนชาวพมMาที่อาศัยอยูM
ในประเทศไทยต)องเผชิญ 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 2 : กลMาวถึงความท)าทายสำหรับกลุMมนิสิต เนื่องจากเยาวชนชาวพมMาชอบการสื่อสารแบบสMวนตัวกับผู)ดูแลเฉพาะคน
ใดคนหนึ่งเทMานั้น สิ่งนี้แสดงให)เห็นถึงปOญหาด)านประสิทธิภาพและความไมMสะดวกใจในการพูดคุยของเด็กตMอผู)ดูแลคนอื่น ๆ 
ดังนั้นการทำความเข)าใจปOญหาเหลMานี้มีความสำคัญอยMางยิ่งตMอการแก)ไขปOญหาที่เจ)าหน)าที่ของสติต)องเผชิญและเพื่อเพิ่ม
ประสิทธิภาพของระบบการให)คำปรึกษาที่มีประสิทธิภาพ 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 3 : กลMาวถึงความชื่นชอบของเยาวชนชาวพมMา ที่เลือกอยูMกับกลุMมเพื่อนหรือไมMก็อยูMอยMางอิสระเพียงคนเดียว ข)อ
ค)นพบนี้ได)เจาะลึกถึงเหตุผลที่อยูMเบื้องหลังการเลือกของพวกเขาและแรงจูงใจในการตัดสินใจ 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 4 : กลMาวถึงการเชื่อมตMอของ SATI Line Official กับเยาวชนชาวพมMานั้นไมMมีประสิทธิภาพเพียงพอ โดยเน)นย้ำถึง
ความสำคัญของการจัดการกับประสิทธิผลของ SATI Line Official และค)นหาวิธีเพิ่มการมีสMวนรMวมของผู)ใช) 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 5 : กลMาวถึงปOญหาของ SATI Line Official ที่เยาวชนชาวพมMาเผชิญ โดยมุMงเน)นถึงความยากลำบากและความ
สอดคล)องกันของความต)องการของผู)ใช)งานที่มีตMอคุณสมบัติที่มีในปOจจุบัน ข)อค)นพบนี้แสดงให)เห็นถึงความท)าทายที่เยาวชน
ชาวพมMาประสบกับการใช) SATI Line Official 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 6 : กลMาวถึงอินเตอรkเฟซและการออกแบบโดยรวมของ SATI Line Official แบบเกMานั้นไมMนMาดึงดูด สMงผลให)ผู)ใช)งาน
ไมMมีแรงจูงใจในการใช) SATI Line Official ข)อค)นพบนี้มีความสำคัญตMอการปรับปรุงความสวยงามของ SATI Line Official ซึ่ง
จะเปRนการเพิ่มการมีสMวนรMวมในการใช)  SATI Line Official ของผู)ใช)งาน 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 7 : กลMาวถึงความไมMคุ)นเคยของเยาวชนชาวพมMาเหลMานี้กับ SATI Line Official สMงผลให)การมีสMวนรMวมในการใช) 
SATI Line Official ลดลง ข)อค)นพบนี้เน)นย้ำถึงความสำคัญของการทำให) SATI Line Official มีความคุ)นเคยกับเด็ก ๆ มาก
ยิ่งขึ้น เพื่อเพิ่มความสนใจของเด็กในตัว SATI Line Official  
  
ข.อค.นพบ 8 : กลMาวถึงผลสำรวจคุณสมบัติที่ได)รับความนิยมอยMางสูงที่สุดใน SATI Line Official จากการสำรวจกMอนการเสนอ
การปรับเปลี่ยน นั่นคือเกมสk ข)อค)นพบนี้มีความสำคัญอยMางยิ่งในการเน)นย้ำผลลัพธkที่ได)รับจากการสังเกตเบื้องต)นของกลุMม
นิสิตเกี่ยวกับคุณสมบัติที่ผู)ใช)ต)องการ 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 9 : กลMาวถึงความแตกตMางระหวMางความต)องการของเด็กและผู)ดูแลเกี่ยวกับคุณสมบัติที่ต)องการนั่นก็คือ ห)องให)
คำปรึกษาและเกมสkใน SATI Line Official ข)อค)นพบนี้มีความสำคัญอยMางยิ่งตMอการสร)างความสมดุลในการเติมเต็มความ
ปรารถนาและการพัฒนา SATI Line Official 
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ข.อค.นพบ 10 : กลMาวถึงความกระตือรือร)นของเด็กๆ เมื่อได)เห็นการออกแบบของกลุMมนิสิต และการให)ความสนใจอยMางมากใน
คุณสมบัติใหมMตMางๆ ข)อค)นพบนี้จึงมีความสำคัญในการเปRนสMวนที่ชMวยสMงเสริมการพิสูจนkแนวโน)มของการเพิ่มขึ้นของการมีสMวน
รMวมในการใช) SATI Line Official ของเด็กๆ  
  
ข.อค.นพบ 11 : กลMาวถึงคุณสมบัติใหมMที่ดึงดูดความสนใจของเยาวชนชาวพมMาทุกคน ข)อค)นพบนี้ทำให)กลุMมนิสิตมีความมั่นใจ
วMาเด็กๆ จะมีสMวนรMวมอยMางมากกับคุณสมบัติที่กลุMมนิสิตได)ออกแบบไว) 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 12 : กลMาวถึงความสำคัญของการสร)างสมดุลระหวMางความชอบและความกล)าที่จะเสี่ยงของเด็กๆ เพื่อความ
ปลอดภัย ในการพัฒนาเกมสk ข)อค)นพบนี้มีความสำคัญอยMางยิ่งในการสร)างความตระหนักรู)ในหมูMเด็กและปกปzองพวกเขา จาก
เหตุการณkความรุนแรง หรืออาชญากรรมที่อาจเกิดขึ้นในอนาคต 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 13 : กลMาวถึงการเปลี่ยนแปลงเค)าโครง และโทนสีของคุณสมบัติที่นิสิตออกแบบในครั้งแรกเพื่อเพิ่มความเปRน
ทางการ และงMายตMอการเข)าใจมากยิ่งขึ้น ข)อค)นพบนี้สะท)อนให)เห็นถึงความคิดเห็นโดยรวมของเด็กเกี่ยวกับต)นแบบโดยใช)
มุมมองและข)อเสนอแนะในการปรับปรุงและตอบสนองความต)องการของพวกเขาให)ดียิ่งขึ้น 
  
ข.อค.นพบ 14 : กลMาวถึงความท)าทายที่ทีมพัฒนาของธนาคารกรุงศรีอยุธยา จำกัด (มหาชน) ที่ต)องเผชิญในการรวบรวม
คุณสมบัติเกมสkเข)ากับระบบเช็คอิน ข)อค)นพบนี้เน)นย้ำถึงความจำเปRนในการปรับปรุงคุณสมบัติของเกมสkโดยคำนึงถึงกรอบการ
ทำงานของทีมพัฒนาของธนาคารกรุงศรีอยุธยา จำกัด (มหาชน) เปRนหลัก 
  
และข.อค.นพบ 15 : กลMาวถึงความสำคัญของแนวโน)มของนวัตกรรมและสังคมที่มีการเปลี่ยนแปลงตลอดเวลา เพื่อปรับปรุง
คุณภาพแอปพลิเคชันให)คงความนMาสนใจตMอกลุMมเปzาหมายได) ข)อค)นพบนี้มีความสำคัญในการเพิ่มความมั่นใจวMาแอปพลิเคชัน
จะดึงดูดกลุMมเปzาหมายอยMางตMอเนื่องเมื่อเวลาผMานไป 
  
ข)อค)นพบทั้ง 15 ข)อนี้ให)ข)อมูลเชิงลึกที่จำเปRนเปRนอยMางมากในการทำความเข)าใจภูมิหลังและความชื่นชอบของเยาวชนชาวพมMา 
ตลอดจนความท)าทายที่เยาวชนและผู)ดูแลชาวพมMาต)องเผชิญ เพื่อสMงเสริมการมีสMวนรMวมและชMวยเหลือเยาวชนผู)ด)อยโอกาส
อยMางมีประสิทธิภาพผMานการพัฒนา SATI Line Official  
  

นอกจากนี้ กลุMมนิสิตยังมีคำแนะนำบางอยMางสำหรับการปรับปรุงประสิทธิภาพของ SATI Line Official เพื่อจัดการ
กับความท)าทายที่เยาวชนและผู)ดูแลชาวพมMาต)องเผชิญ ประการแรกการวิจัยความต)องการของกลุMมเปzาหมายอยMางตMอเนื่อง
เปRนสิ่งสำคัญ เพื่อให)แนMใจวMาการพัฒนาคุณสมบัตินั้นมีความนMาสนใจ และทันสมัย และสอดคล)องกับความสนใจของเยาวชนผู)
ที่ใช)งาน ข)อมูลเชิงลึกของคุณสมบัติใน SATI Line Official อาทิเชMน การติดตามความเคลื่อนไหวของเยาวชน รวมถึงการให)
ข)อเสนอแนะและการเช็คอิน สามารถให)ข)อมูลอันมีคMาสำหรับการวิเคราะหkตMอๆไปได) อีกทั้งการขยายบริการนอกเหนือจากผู)ใช)
โทรศัพทkมือถือผMานชMองทางอื่นๆ อาทิเชMน รถบรรทุกเคลื่อนที่และตู)คีออสที่อาคารผู)โดยสารสาธารณะสามารถเข)าถึงผู)ใช)ได)
กว)างขึ้น การรับรองความเข)ากันได)ของแอปพลิเคชันในโทรศัพทkรุMนตMาง ๆ ซึ่งมีความสำคัญตMอการเข)าถึงในวงกว)าง รวมถึง
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Chapter 1: Introduction

In Thailand, an alarming amount of its youth face disparities more than the usual
young adult. Ranging from those living on the streets to refugee youth, orphans, and kids
deprived of essential resources and education, a substantial portion of the youth population is
underserved. It is crucial to establish support systems that can provide assistance to these
young individuals, helping them achieve a better quality of life.

Economic difficulties and family problems are among the primary reasons for
underprivileged children. According to a report from ChildFund International in the USA,
approximately 10 percent of the global population lives on less than $1.90 per day, with a
considerable proportion of this demographic being children (Underprivileged Children |
Social Justice for Kids | ChildFund, n.d.). In Thailand, the extent of child poverty, measured
by the average number of deprivations faced by children, was notably high at 34.7%. The
data from 2015/2016 highlighted that educational deprivations accounted for the highest
percentage at 41.1%, followed by health-related deprivations at 15.1%, and health prevention
at 15% (Child Multidimensional Poverty in Thailand | OPHI, n.d.). These statistics
underscore the ongoing presence of underprivileged youth, emphasizing the urgent need for
support from organizations.

Underprivileged youth confront a myriad of challenges, often navigating a precarious
existence without a stable support system. The harsh realities they confront require
innovative solutions to empower and offer essential assistance. Acknowledging these issues,
our project is committed to addressing the distinctive needs of underprivileged youth through
the development of a connection platform meticulously designed to serve as a beacon of
support and empowerment.

  The SATI Foundation, our sponsor situated in Bangkok, Thailand, is dedicated to supporting
underserved children and youth communities, primarily in Chiangmai and Bangkok. They
currently launch an SATI Line Official as a communication system with the underprivileged
children. However, a major challenge is the lack of appealing and practical feature to engage
these children effectively. Hence, the proposed project has similar goals and interests to foster
engagement and assistance for underprivileged youth through SATI Line Official. By
incorporating new features and functionalities, our aim is to create a robust system that not
only connects underprivileged youth with essential support services and interventions but
also creates a safer and more secure environment for them. Through these efforts, we aspire
to foster a sense of belonging, resilience, and positive change in the lives of underprivileged
youth, ultimately paving the way for a brighter and more secure future for them.

To achieve this, the first objective is to understand the background of Burmese refugee
children in Thailand. Another objective is to identify existing feature to enhance the system
by identifying the additional feature within the SATI Line Official to connect with
underprivileged children. Due to the language barrier with the children, it is crucial that the
system's feature prioritize user-friendliness and simple user interface. Focusing on
adolescents in Bangkok with mobile phones, data will be collected through interviews and
surveys to discern their preferences regarding feature. Lastly, the third objective involves user
engagement tracking after presenting the prototype. This data analysis will help identify
trends and inform improvements to the system.
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Chapter 2: Background

This chapter is dedicated to exploring several crucial aspects related to young people
who are facing disadvantages, both globally and specifically in Thailand. It covers the
prevalence of the terminology, the significant challenges faced by these children, and the
pivotal role played by organizations in Thailand in supporting the children. Through case
studies and research, this section aims to highlight the risks faced by these vulnerable
children. Additionally, as our project primarily aims to enhance the SATI Line Official with
new features and functionalities designed to engage underprivileged children with essential
support systems and facilitate connections with them, the final section will provide insights
into our focus group of the project which are the Burmese refugee children.

2.1 The terminology of ‘underprivileged youth’

Underprivileged youth are children confronting disadvantages or a lack of essential
resources, such as education, financial support, healthcare, and essential opportunities. There
are several reasons as a cause of the backwardness of the underprivileged including poverty,
exploitation and discrimination from more privileged children. Families in poverty often
struggle to provide basic necessities like proper nutrition, clothing, and a secure living
environment for their children. Consequently, these children may be compelled into
exploitative labor situations, depriving them of educational opportunities and perpetuating the
cycle of poverty. Discrimination based on factors like race, ethnicity, and socio-economic
status further restricts opportunities for underprivileged youth, both socially and
economically. If parents undergo similar challenges, their children are likely to encounter the
same obstacles, thereby perpetuating the cycle.

According to Unicef, approximately one billion children globally fall into the category of
"underprivileged." In the United States, nearly one out of every seven children resides in
poverty, with a significant portion lacking sufficient access to food. Additionally, many
children find themselves living in shelters, vehicles, or public spaces. Underprivileged
children predominantly come from single-parent families. These parents typically lack proper
education, leading to limited employment opportunities. Moreover, they are more vulnerable
to domestic violence from their partners. This can result in substantial trauma for their
children, contributing to an ongoing cycle of disadvantage (Ponio, 2021).

Underprivileged children frequently face challenges in their social, emotional, and physical
development. They often have low self-esteem and are at risk of depression because they lack
access to education and proper nutrition. As they grow older, some may turn to illegal
activities like crime due to financial instability instead of seeking honest work. As a result,
they may have limited contributions to society and participate less in acts of kindness
(Neiditch, n.d.).

In this proposal, we focus more on the ‘underprivileged youth’, as we work closely with
SATI Foundation to create a better quality of life for these youth by understanding the issue
closely and using our knowledge and skills to conjure an application that is beneficial to them
in more than one aspect.
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2.1.1 Type of underprivileged youth

Underprivileged youth can be categorized in various ways depending on the criteria
used to define their disadvantage. Factors such as income level, access to education and
healthcare, family structure, neighborhood environment, and social support networks all play
roles in shaping the experiences of underprivileged youth. Moreover, cultural and
geographical contexts also influence the manifestation of disadvantage among youth
populations. By understanding the multifaceted nature of underprivileged youth and
considering the intersecting factors contributing to their disadvantage, stakeholders can
develop more targeted and effective interventions to address their needs and promote their
well-being.

Economically disadvantaged youth originate from families grappling with constrained
financial resources and struggling to afford basic necessities such as food, clothing, and
housing, such as low-income families. This disadvantage can negatively shape the youth to
feel some social exclusion and lack of support (Economic Disadvantage and Its Toll on Young
People in Australia, 2021).

Educationally disadvantaged youth, on the other hand, encounter barriers to quality
education. Issues such as restricted access to schools, insufficient learning materials, learning
disabilities, and language barriers make educational attainment and skills development areas
of struggle for this group, which can further hinder their socio-economic progress. The
Education Act of 1998 delineates educational disadvantage as the barriers to effective
education stemming from social or economic circumstances, which inhibit students from
fully benefiting from educational opportunities within schools (Citizensinformation.Ie, 2023).

Socially marginalized youth represent another subset of underprivileged individuals,
experiencing exclusion or discrimination based on factors such as race, ethnicity, religion,
gender identity, sexual orientation, or disability. They may face societal stigma and prejudice
that limit their opportunities and access to resources. For example, minority groups like racial
and ethnic minority youth may experience discrimination, limited opportunities, and systemic
barriers to success (Bar‐Tal & Vered, 2016).

Geographically disadvantaged youth include those who live in remote or underserved areas
with limited access to essential services such as healthcare, transportation, and recreational
facilities. They may also lack opportunities for employment or community engagement. For
instance, homeless youth including street youth, runaway youth, etc. who experience
homelessness encounter numerous obstacles, including lack of shelter, food insecurity, social
support, and limited access to education and healthcare (Youth Homelessness Overview | the
Homeless Hub, n.d.).

Lastly, emotionally or psychologically disadvantaged youth are groups of children who face
mental health issues, trauma, abuse, neglect, or other adverse circumstances that affect their
emotional well-being and development. They may struggle with self-esteem, coping skills, or
forming healthy relationships like foster care youth who experience emotional and
psychological challenges as a result of their traumatic experiences, including attachment
issues, mental health disorders such as depression and anxiety, and difficulty forming trusting
relationships which make them hard to form the healthy relationship (Sheppard, 2022).
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These categories are not mutually exclusive, and many underprivileged youth may face
multiple forms of disadvantage simultaneously. Effective support and intervention strategies
often require understanding the intersectionality of these challenges and addressing the
underlying systemic issues that perpetuate inequality.

2.2 How Thailand helps its underprivileged children

In Thailand, several laws and policies have been established to safeguard the rights
and well-being of underprivileged children. The Child Protection Act (2003) legislation aims
to prevent and protect children from abuse, exploitation, and neglect. It outlines measures for
child protection, including reporting mechanisms for cases of abuse and the establishment of
child protection centres (Protecting and Responding to Children at Risk of Abuse, Neglect,
Violence and Exploitation MANUAL OF PROTOCOLS AND PROCEDURES
PROTECTING AND RESPONDING TO CHILDREN AT RISK OF ABUSE, NEGLECT,
EXPLOITATION, AND VIOLENCE, n.d.). The Juvenile and FamilyCourt (1991) deals with
cases involving juveniles and family-related matters, ensuring fair and appropriate treatment
for children in conflict with the law or those facing difficult family situations.
(www.thailandcourt.com, 2021) National Plan of Action for Children (2009-2018) outlines
the strategies and actions to promote the well-being, protection, and rights of children,
including underprivileged children. It encompasses various aspects such as education,
healthcare, and child protection. (NATIONAL ACTION PLAN OF ALTERNATIVE CARE
phase 1 (2022-2026), n.d.)

2.2.1 Organizations that help underprivileged youth

Recognizing the pressing challenges faced by underprivileged youth, a network of
dedicated organizations has emerged, both within Thailand and on the international stage,
working tirelessly to provide essential aid and support. Locally, in Thailand, several
organizations stand as beacons of hope, striving to address the multifaceted needs of
underprivileged youth and offer them a chance at a brighter future.

Childline Thailand, a pivotal player in the field, established 'The Hub' in 2011, serving as a
harm reduction center dedicated to meeting the basic needs of underprivileged youth. Beyond
immediate assistance, this organization is committed to providing education and fostering
opportunities for these young individuals to turn their lives around (Childline Thailand, n.d.).
Save The Children, a globally recognized organization, has a notable presence in Thailand
through its dedicated arm, Safe Child Thailand. With a primary focus on preventing child
trafficking, Save The Children's efforts align with addressing the root causes that lead
children to the streets (Safe Child Thailand, 2022).

The SATI Foundation plays a vital role in implementing transformational change. By
providing preventive programs tailored to underserved youth, this organization takes a
proactive approach to address the vulnerabilities that often lead to life on the streets. Tackling
the issue of at-risk youth, the SATI Foundation contributes to breaking the cycle of
homelessness and despair (Tsang, 2023).

Help without Frontiers offer help to Burmese migrant children who are at-risk of getting
taken advantage of due to their vulnerability as a result of lack of a proper education, a
permanent condition of poverty and poor health conditions. Consequently, their lack of
life-skills, educational credentials and access to opportunities further exposes them to the
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dangers of the street. To combat this issue, Rays of Youth (RoY) was founded in 2009,
focusing on educating underprivileged youth on child rights and protection, human
trafficking, environmental problems, health and personal hygiene and empowering them to
strive for a better future in hopes of keeping underprivileged out of undesirable situations
(Rays of Youth, n.d.).

On an international level, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) collaborates
with member states, law enforcement, and local non-government organizations to protect
children from sexual exploitation and substance abuse by promoting knowledge and
providing education on these issues, atop of supporting legislative reform, and enhancing
cross-border cooperation so that law enforcement officials can more effectively investigate
and prosecute child sexual offenders. In 2014, a mobile unit was sent to Pattaya with
educational materials to provide support and basic school lessons including sexual education
to street children living in slums (Mobile Training Unit Makes a Difference to Street Children
in Thailand, n.d.).
In addition to these key players, other organizations, including Mercy Pattaya and Global
Angels, contribute significantly to the collective effort of supporting underprivileged youth.
These organizations, with their diverse focuses and strategies, collectively form a robust
network aimed at creating positive outcomes for vulnerable youth, emphasizing the
importance of collaboration, awareness, and intervention. In their endeavors, these
organizations serve as powerful catalysts for change, offering not only immediate relief but
also pathways to lasting transformation for underprivileged youth in Thailand and beyond.

Nevertheless, room for improvement is always encouraged, for the betterment of the
underprivileged youth and the up and rising future of the country.

2.2.2 Background of SATI Foundation

As mentioned, one organization that actively assists underprivileged youth is SATI
Foundation. Derived from the Buddhist Pali, ‘Sati’, meaning ‘mindfulness’, recognizes
problems amongst at-risk youth in Thailand from mental health concerns to drug abuse to sex
workers. With the goal to provide at-risk and underserved youth with impactful & long-term
solutions, SATI Foundation aims to promote health care and education quality in Thailand's
neglected communities by providing preventive health care seminars to low-income, at-risk
youngsters. As an effort to accomplish their vision to safeguard, protect, and educate
underserved youth, SATI Foundation has extended its services to street youth, runaway and
homeless youth, refugees, hill tribes, youth with no access to clean resources such as water
and medical care, youth in juvenile centers and many more. The services offered are
extensive, and not limited to only these groups of children. However, as the amount of
underserved youth becomes more apparent day by day, especially with the aid of modern
technology, SATI Foundation might face a problem of lack of manpower, as mentioned by
the sponsors.

Furthermore, as from the SATI 2023 annual report, the SATI foundation is actively managing
seven projects categorized into two groups: long-term and short-term initiatives. Short-term
projects encompass item donation and projects to enhance learning for children and youth for
Ban Bat community and Nang Loeng community. On the other hand, the long-term projects
involve supporting Burmese children, promoting sex education, enhancing mental health,
providing scholarships, and offering internships in the food and beverage service sector.
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Long term project

Sex education learning project
The project initiated from January to December 2023, focuses on addressing the risks

of unplanned pregnancies and communicable diseases among students in intermediate and
secondary schools. Operating in five schools across Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, and the Khlong
Toei Community, it targets a total of 698 participants, with 398 students in Intermediate
School and 300 in Secondary School. The project aims to achieve two key objectives: firstly,
to promote a comprehensive understanding of sex education and facilitate open discussions,
and secondly, to impart knowledge and practices for good sexual hygiene, emphasizing the
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases. Specific activities for Intermediate School
students include educating them on the physical changes during adolescence, promoting
sexual health, and enhancing self-explanatory skills for addressing sexual risks through
communication, refusal, and physical defense.

Project to enhance mental health
Originating from a school in Samoeng, Chiang Mai, this project responds to the

prevailing risks of mental health issues, stress, and depression among children and youth
aged between 11-18 years old. Notably, concerns arise from the prescription of
antidepressants by non-psychiatric personnel, specifically professional nurses, rather than
mental health specialists. The project implemented from January to December 2023, spans
six schools in Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, and the Khlong Toei Community it targets a total of
1,024 participants, with 418 in Intermediate School, and 606 in Junior High School, the
project objectives include enhancing emotional understanding and providing opportunities for
students to directly access knowledge and consultation from mental health professionals. This
initiative seeks to address the existing mental health among students, emphasizing the
significance of expertise from psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and similar
professionals in the treatment and management of mental health conditions.

Scholarship program
The scholarship program aims to enhance educational opportunities for Thai and

foreign children and youth, fostering a comprehensive development encompassing physical
and mental well-being. This initiative strives to mitigate social risks, access to quality
education, and facilitate promising career prospects in the future. The scope of the Sati
Foundation's scholarships is multifaceted, covering educational expenses such as tuition,
learning materials, travel, clothing, and meals and snacks. Presently, the foundation supports
a total of 15 scholarship students.

Internship project
The internship project addresses the empowerment of at-risk youth by providing

internships in the food and beverage industry. The SATI team conducts comprehensive
assessments of individual risks by visiting their homes and areas to evaluate environmental
conditions, living circumstances, and familial responsibilities. Based on these assessments,
tailored short-term and long-term programs are developed for each youth. The training
curriculum encompasses practical skills such as beverage preparation, customer service, store
cleanliness maintenance, personal grooming, and interpersonal conduct with colleagues. This
initiative is designed to not only offer vocational training but also to address broader
socio-economic challenges faced by disadvantaged youth, contributing to their overall
development and future prospects.
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Project for Burmese children
This project is oriented towards fostering competency-based skills and mental

empowerment, with its inaugural event scheduled at Rangsit Market in Pathum Thani on
Saturday, March 3, 2023, followed by a subsequent session on Saturday, April 29, 2023. The
initiative is slated to continue once every month thereafter. Beyond emotional development,
the project integrates practical support for internships, specifically focusing on beverage
preparation including coffee and tea making, as well as service training. This comprehensive
approach aims to bolster the career aspirations of participants, with a targeted group of 105
children. The structured and recurring nature of the activities emphasizes sustained skill
development and mental empowerment for the participating youth.

Short term project

Item donation project
It is a project to help donate essential items, equipment, food, and medicine to various

communities. The Sati Foundation has donated items to various communities and areas, since
August 2022 has included a donation project directed towards the Myanmar labor community
residing in a Miami apartment, with a focus on providing items crucial for infants and young
children, such as powdered milk and diapers. Another project has been to support bedridden
children with multiple disabilities in the Bueng Khru community, involving the provision of
necessities like diapers and nutritional supplements. Additionally, the foundation has
extended its humanitarian reach to aid Myanmar refugees through donations of medicines and
insect nets.

Project to enhance learning for children and youth for Ban Bat community and Nang
Loeng community

This project, conducted during school holidays for students from the Ban Bat and
Nang Loeng communities, occurred three times on April 1, 3, and 19, 2023. The project
aimed to achieve two primary objectives: firstly, to enhance creative skills, and secondly, to
optimize the utilization of children and youth's free time. The project focuses on, positive
changes were observed, including enhanced respect for the rights of oneself and others,
leading to reduced conflicts during shared activities. Furthermore, improvements were noted
in behavior and language use, with a noticeable decrease in the use of vulgar or rude words,
and an increased awareness among children. Additionally, the project contributed to fostering
a closer relationship between the team and the community, making the continuation or
initiation of future activities more seamless.

Going back to their vision of protecting and keeping youth safe, an application was launched
to connect with underprivileged youth with the use of technology. Available in Line, SATI
Foundation made available the Sati Line platform.

The children involved with SATI Foundation often originate from troubled families with an
urge to leave home due to a multitude of reasons as above forementioned, regrouping at Hua
Lamphong station after utilizing free transportation services. This event prevents isolation
and promotes peer support, a result of affection deprivation at home or from parental figures.
However, as they get involved with other street children, the risk of wrongful involvement
with gangs, substance abuse, sexual exploitation, and violence increases tremendously. Due
to unstable residence, most of these youth opt for rented rooms or apartments, leaning
towards a sense of independence.
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As an effort to assist these youth, a non-government organization known as ‘The Hub’ was
established locally, offering a variety of services including meals, a support space with social
workers, and weekly health check ups.

2.2.3 Applications that connect underprivileged youth in other countries

Even though physical organizations are already up and running to offer assistance to
underprivileged youth, it is also imperative in this day and age to make use of technological
advances to connect with underprivileged youth and runaway youth. With smartphones
making its way into our daily lives, it has been reported that an estimated 6.4 billion people
own a smartphone (Liu & Ellis, 2021), evidently proving that technology does have a
significant impact in our everyday lives.

In Santa Clara, USA, an application known as YTHStreetConnect offers a variety of services
to cater to the needs of about 733,000 to 2.8 million homeless youth in the United States.
Services in the application include health resources (inclusive of HIV/STD testing), clothing
and food location resources, employment offers, and mental health assistance regarding
substance addiction and behavioral issues. The feedback given by homeless and unstable
homed youth were well-received, with most of them stating that the application is full of
essential services, one-stop functions, and a good blend of current social media and
application functions, making the user interface easy and inviting to use.

While the application has gained positive feedback with underprivileged youth highly like to
use it, some improvements could still be made such as map locations of resources, a forum
for them to share experiences and provide support within the community, and a feature that
allows them to see the number of beds available at various nearby shelters to maximize
efficiency. All in all, the application proved to provide a multitude of benefits to the
underprivileged youth in the US and should consistently be improved based on feedback by
the users (Sheoran, B. et al. 2016).

Similarly, in Chicago, another application designed to assist homeless youth known as Pocket
Helper 2.0 was established in 2019 to help as many as 80,384 homeless people, of which
11,067 of whom were unaccompanied youth aged 14 to 24, cope with their problems and
troubles. The application realizes one unique problem that persists– even with a counseling
booking system, transportation to an office or clinic is still widely unavailable for them, and
sessions might not be readily available as and when they require it to be. This stems from
conflicts between the youth’s availability and the coach’s schedule, which contributed to as
many as 20% of youth being unable to benefit from the counseling sessions.

A solution to this was to integrate an automated tips feature into Pocket Helper 2.0 in which
users could partake in a daily survey that assessed sleep and stress before receiving
automated tips and motivational messages tailored towards each individual which focused on
various coping skills. In addition, this study found that the self-reported benefit of the
automated tips in the study app was higher than the self-reported benefit of the counseling
sessions. It is possible that participants may have liked the automated feature such as the tips
because they were readily available when they needed them (Glover, A. C. et al. 2019.)

Other applications made available to assist homeless youth include Koko Koko, a mobile
intervention that provides emotional support and provides access to a peer network including
supporting leveraging cognitive behavioral principles. It screens all the messages for
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indicators that a user might be an imminent danger to himself or herself or others and
automatically initiates a crisis protocol in these situations. IntelliCare Apps, a modular
treatment suite consisting of 13 mini sub-applications, each focused on a singular behavioral
therapy. This includes Purple Chill which provides exercises that build relaxation and
meditation, iCope, which sends users self-authored inspirational messages in times of stress,
and Thought Challenger, which teaches users to identify and restructure unhelpful negative
thought patterns.

Lastly, but not limited to, Digitally Connecting Street Children, a global initiative established
by The Consortium for Street Children (CSC) to create a safe and secure online platform for
street children from all around the world to connect. This platform is a result of the
collaboration among national and international non-governmental organizations, advocates
and researchers spanning various countries. Organizations can share posts, videos and photos
on this platform and users can engage by reacting and commenting on them. This helps to
foster mutual learning and understanding of each other’s experiences. In addition, the
platform incorporates interactive elements such as quizzes that educate users about their
rights and also shares details of upcoming information on events they might be interested in.
This platform has been designed to amplify the voices of these street children and nurture a
safe and tailored online communication among this community. (Consortium for Street
Children, 2021)

Hence, as illustrated in above mentioned examples, both physical and technological
assistance rendered to homeless and underprivileged youth are vital in ensuring their
wellbeing and survival. Technological advancements have made it easier for underprivileged
youth to connect with organizations, peer-to-peer support, and various forms of assistance in
the form of automated services which are readily available at any time.

2.2.4 Line application to reduce the risk of the youth

In August 2022, the SATI Line Official, developed by Krungsri Nimble, was handed
over to the SATI Foundation. The app serves as a 24-hour helpline to assist and help
underserved youth whenever they require, sharing the same vision and goal to provide quality
education and life to underserved youth and children (ธนาคารกรุงศรีอยุธยา จาํกัด, n.d.)

Leveraging the LINE application to mitigate risks for youth in Thailand involves a strategic
and collaborative effort. The LINE app can be augmented with educational feature that
address specific challenges faced by Thai youth, focusing on digital literacy, responsible
online behavior, and awareness of potential risks. Incorporating interactive content such as
games and activities within the LINE app can enhance engagement and make the platform
more appealing to the youth. Moreover, stringent privacy controls, content moderation, and
reporting mechanisms can be integrated into the app to ensure a secure online environment.
Collaboration with educational institutions, government entities, and community
organizations is vital to align the LINE application with local cultural norms and educational
goals. A study by Tanaka et al. (2019) underscores the significance of culturally sensitive
educational interventions in promoting online safety among youth, providing insights into
effective strategies (Tanaka et al., 2019). By combining educational initiatives, technological
safeguards, and community involvement, the LINE application can play a pivotal role in
empowering Thai youth with the knowledge and tools needed to navigate the digital
landscape securely.
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Currently, the official SATI Line Official platform manifests two primary functionalities,
notably the SATI event, a feature elucidating workshops that delineate pertinent details such
as location and schedule. Additionally, the platform provides the accrual of points associated
with active participation in these events. These accumulated points can subsequently be
exchanged for a variety of items. Furthermore, the SATI Line Official platform facilitates a
connection to the Facebook page of the SATI Foundation (shown in figure 1). This Facebook
page serves as a conduit for the dissemination of visual content capturing diverse activities
involving SATI children, as well as announcements about forthcoming special events.
Regrettably, the current state of the SATI Line Official platform lacks a compelling feature to
captivate the attention of potential users or incentivize their engagement.

Figure 1: SATI Line Official account and Facebook Page

2.2.5 The impact of caretakers with the underprivileged children

The chapter authored by Thomas J. Dishion and Robert J. McMahon within the
handbook of Parenting (n.d.). focus on discussing the crucial roles caretakers play in shaping
the behavior of preschool and school-age children through constructive guidance and
disciplines. These strategies include setting clear expectations, consistent reinforcement of
appropriate behavior, and providing emotional support and warmth to children can help
children develop better emotional regulation and social skills. They are also less likely to get
involved in violent or criminal behavior later in life. This shows the long-term impact of early
caretakers and child relationships on shaping behavior outcome.

For example, in a study exploring parental monitoring's impact on academic performance,
Crouter (1990) found a correlation between lower levels of parental monitoring and
decreased grades, specifically among boys aged 9 through 12. Meanwhile, Kurdek (1995)
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identified a relationship between parental monitoring and child grade point averages among
sixth graders. They revealed that moderate monitoring levels were associated with the
highest-grade point averages in their study. In another study, the utilization and dedication of
caretakers has shown to increase self-esteem and self-worth in youths. Through the provision
of education, social and practical skills allow youths to be more prepared to reintegrate into
the society. Honing life skills like these increases their confidence in pursuing their goals and
dreams, grooming them to be prepared to face challenges outside their comfort zone.
(Kaime-Atterhög et al., 2016)

With modern technology, it is easier for caretakers, counselors and psychiatrists to connect to
underprivileged youth, even from afar. Using technology allows for help and assistance to
reach the youth at almost any time of the day. Message from me is one such digital tool
aimed to promote interactions between children and their caretakers. The app allows these
children to share their daily lives through documenting their everyday activities by digital
means. Through such conversations and sharing of their accomplishments shown to
strengthen their relationship with their caretakers, develop self-confidence and support their
holistic development.

Additionally, multiple studies have shown positive connotations regarding using technology
to connect underprivileged youth with caretakers and other individuals of support such as
family members, friends, and social workers. An article by Lal et al. (2021) states that using
digital devices allowed for homeless youth to easily get in touch with other people despite
being apart, which increased their motivation to assimilate back into society, morale, and
reduction in substance abuse, risky sexual health behavior, and severity in mental health
symptoms. (Message From Me, 2019)

Hence, from the above aforementioned studies, it can be concluded that access to caretakers
and individuals of support prove to benefit underprivileged youth in more than one way, be it
physically or through digital and technological means. Nevertheless, improvements should
always be made on a societal and governmental level to ensure better quality of care to these
youth other than the assistance offered by caretakers and persons of support.

2.3 Refugees in Thailand

Although a diverse and open-minded country, Thailand too grapples with some
challenges, from the influx of migrant workers and internally displaced persons to the plight
of refugees and victims of human trafficking (Migrants & Refugees, 2020). It is a
well-known fact that Thailand is a place of refuge and asylum for some, including those from
Cambodia and Myanmar.

At the present, Thailand has over 95,000 refugees, the majority originating from Myanmar.
However, McArthur states that, “there were more than 20,000 people who had fled to
Thailand due to the concerns about the political persecution following the urban coup (Naing,
2023). For many refugees, the act of seeking refuge frequently involves crossing borders
through unofficial and unlawful, giving difficulties related to legal status and documentation.
In order to meet the needs of the refugees in Thailand, the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the Thai government play a pivotal role in
protecting the rights and welfare of the refugees. This helps ensure that everyone has a right
to seek asylum and find shelter in another state, with the choice to freely return home,
integrate into the community, or relocate (Sundholm, 2018).
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The majority of the camps are situated in remote mountainous areas, making them
challenging to reach. They lack access to an electricity grid, and certain camps do not have
phone service. Opportunities for healthcare and education are severely restricted. During the
rainy season, infrastructure damage and potential casualties can occur due to flash floods
(Refugees in Thailand - Thailand, 2017). Mae La Camp, among other camps like it, including
the largest one accommodating over 40,000 refugees, is located an hour away by car from
Mae Sot, the nearest town. While there is a relatively greater presence of health service
providers and schools, the camp faces issues of overcrowding. The limited space between the
makeshift houses constructed from bamboo and wood has been a significant factor
contributing to numerous fires within the camp (Refugees in Thailand - Thailand, 2017).

Widespread occurrences of depression and alcohol addiction are prevalent among adult
refugees, posing a substantial risk to the well-being of their children, potentially leading to
instances of neglect and malnutrition. An estimated fifty percent of the adult population
grapple with mental health challenges, contributing to a growing incidence of suicides. The
prevalence of mental health issues in this community has given rise to an alarming trend of
self-harm and underscores the urgent need for comprehensive mental health support and
intervention (Refugees in Thailand - Thailand, 2017).

2.3.1 Burmese Refugees in Thailand

As Thailand’s own effort to protect and act on humanitarian concerns, it actively
provides shelter to 91,337 refugees from Myanmar in nine temporary facilities situated along
the Thai-Myanmar border, while an additional 4,799 urban refugees and asylum-seekers are
residing in different locations as of June 30th, 2023 (UNHCR Thailand Fact Sheet (30 June
2023) - Thailand, 2023). Shown in figure 2, a concerning and whooping amount of almost
600,000 people remain stateless, while more than 90,000 people are Burmese refugees. This
proves that there is evidently a humanitarian concern when it comes to victims of war or
violence seeking asylum in other countries.

Figure 2: Forcibly Displaced and Stateless People (UNHCR Thailand Fact Sheet (30
June 2023) - Thailand, 2023)

Following the military coup in Myanmar on February 1, 2021, a surge in violence against
civilians and renewed conflicts between the Myanmar Military (Tatmadaw) and ethnic armed
groups (EAGs) has led to the displacement of numerous individuals within Myanmar and
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neighboring countries. The southeastern provinces of Myanmar have witnessed residents
fleeing due to violence, military assaults, and airstrikes, seeking refuge along the Salween
River and the Myanmar-Thai border. Over 20,000 refugees have crossed into Thailand since
February 2021, with a notable proportion being women, children, and older individuals.
Despite many returning when fighting reportedly diminished, there remains a high-risk
situation for thousands of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) near the Thai-Myanmar
border. As of June 2022, approximately 244,500 IDPs are reported in southeast Myanmar,
and ongoing preparedness efforts anticipate up to 24,000 individuals seeking refuge in
Thailand from July to December 2022. The response plan is centered on readiness to assist
Thai authorities, leveraging the country's experience in managing refugee influxes from
Myanmar. Humanitarian agencies collaborate in an inter-agency response, with contingency
planning, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), and coordination mechanisms in place to
provide protection and assistance to refugees during their stay in Thailand. The plan spans
various sectors, including education, food, health, non-food items, protection, shelter, and
water, sanitation, hygiene. Ongoing efforts include the development of guidance, joint
assessments, organization mapping, needs assessments, referral pathways, review of
distribution processes, shelter design, and mental health support. Training sessions cover a
range of topics such as emergency preparedness, child protection, specific needs assistance,
and refugee protection principles, ensuring a comprehensive and coordinated response to the
evolving situation (Myanmar Situation: Refugee Preparedness & Response Plan - Thailand
(July - December 2022) - Thailand, 2022).

2.3.2 Background of Burmese Student in Myanmar Students Learning Center at
Rangsit market

The children residing in Rangsit market, possibly refugees from Myanmar, face
various challenges, including the complexities of their immigration status. Some families
arrived illegally, while others may have legally given birth to children in Thailand after
arriving. Working in Rangsit Market, the parents engage in diverse occupations, ranging from
laborers to business owners. Despite the array of careers, there is a notable absence of
caretakers for the children. Originally, educated Burmese individuals settled in the area,
aspiring to establish a school to harness their knowledge for the benefit of the children. The
resulting "Burmese schools'' follow a schedule similar to Thai schools, conducted in Thai and
English by Burmese teachers. The student total is around 100-120, spanning various age
groups, from preschool to Grade 12, with diverse backgrounds, including some from affluent
families.

These children, though generally well-behaved, exhibit differences in their ability to
communicate in English. Some may feel more at ease due to better family care, while others,
particularly those from families facing hardships, may struggle to express themselves.
Burmese families, known for their nurturing approach, rarely employ violence against their
children. However, the parents, often migrant workers, face violence from Thai employers,
leading some families to live together. Despite the supportive family environment, these
children may feel excluded from the Thai community, harboring fears of deportation due to
their lack of legal documentation. While violence is infrequent, the challenge of language
barriers persists, as the children predominantly use Myanmar language, making English and
Thai activities challenging. Nonetheless, teachers proficient in Thai, English, and Burmese
strive to facilitate communication and emotional expression among the students.
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2.4 Principles of observation in field studies

One method of gathering data comes in the form of observational studies during field
work. Other than the usual and typical methods such as conducting interviews or surveys,
observing behavior has proven to be beneficial in more than one aspect. Used to back up
results from qualitative and quantitative methods, observational studies also give an insight to
human behavior after exposure to a sample.

Observational studies include an investigator experimenting and observing the effect of a
random sample onto the study subjects (Johnsen, J. P., Gillman, M. W ., Sorensen, H. T.,
2004.), enabling researchers to collect data about behavior, expression of feelings, and
interaction between subject and sample (Balcom, S., Doucet, S., Dubé, A. 2021.). Used in
fieldwork of various fields of study, from social work to healthcare, observers often observe
their subjects' verbal and non-verbal behavior before and after exposure to the sample and
can also be used to help interpret things that people verbally report or to further understand
peoples’ experiences.

There are multiple types of observation study, mainly cross-sectional, cohort, and
case-controlled ( Thiese, M. S. 2014.).

Cross-sectional observational study involves assessing a sample representative of its
population at a single point in time based on their exposure status without regard for their
outcome status (i.e, there is no specific desired outcome). Sometimes, this is the first step
before carrying out cohort observation.

Cohort observational study involves identifying sample groups based on their exposure status
and either tracking or following them over time to identify which participants develop the
outcome of interest by looking back at data that was created prior to the development of the
outcome. Usually, cohort studies begin with cross-sectional study to categorize exposure and
identify specific cases from the beginning.

Lastly, case-controlled observational study involves researchers identifying sample
participants based on their case status. Quantification of the number of individuals among the
cases and the controls who are exposed allow for statistical associations between exposure
and outcomes to be established. However, case-controlled studies are susceptible to recall
bias due to the known case status of sample participants.

Other than the beneficial aspects, observational studies have its limitations too. Biases may
be associated to some degree during observational studies. Collecting data through
observation is a subjective approach, making it susceptible to observer bias which arises
when individuals perceive and interpret differently, resulting in varying and inconsistent
results. Observational studies could also be subjected to response bias as subjects may modify
their behavior to present their best selves when they are aware that they are being studied.
Recall bias is another bias that could occur when respondents cannot accurately remember
past events or experiences, leading to inaccuracies. Other biases include selection and
sampling bias which occurs when the sample size chosen is too small to be representative of
the population, leading to skewed and distorted patterns in results. These biases could
ultimately affect the reliability and accuracy of the data obtained.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

This project aims to enhance the SATI Line Official with a new feature and
functionalities designed to engage underprivileged children with essential support systems
and facilitate connections with them.

This chapter will focus on three primary objectives: (1) Understanding the background of
Burmese refugee children in Thailand (2) Identifying the additional feature within the SATI
Line Official to connect with underprivileged children and (3) User engagement tracking
after presenting the prototype

3.1 Understanding the Background of Burmese Refugee Children in Thailand

Employing qualitative and quantitative analysis methods, including interviews, focus
groups, secondary data, and observational research to understand Burmese refugee children’s
daily challenges and needs.

3.1.1 Interviews

Our initial step involved conducting interviews with both SATI staff members and
Rangsit caretakers. The purpose of these interviews is to gain a deeper understanding of the
distinct needs, experiences, and challenges faced by Burmese refugee children in the Rangsit
community. By engaging in these interactions, we aim to collect valuable insights that will
guide our efforts in offering customized support and assistance to address the unique
circumstances of this group.

Interview SATI staff

During the interview, we inquired about the backgrounds of the children under the
care of the SATI Foundation, seeking to gain a comprehensive overview of their
circumstances. Additionally, we aimed to identify and document the various
challenges that SATI staff members currently face in their efforts to support these
children effectively. By exploring these aspects, we strived to develop a
comprehension of the intricate challenges faced by Burmese refugee children residing
in the Rangsit market community. This would enable us to implement more informed
and precise interventions tailored to meet their specific needs.

Interview Rangsit caretaker

We initiated discussions with them to gather insights into the backgrounds of the
Burmese refugee children in the Myanmar Students Learning Center situated at the
Rangsit market, as well as to understand the various challenges they encounter.
Through these interactions, we sought to gain a comprehensive understanding of the
socio-economic circumstances, educational backgrounds, and any other pertinent
factors affecting these children. By delving into these details, we aimed to identify the
specific issues and difficulties they face, enabling us to develop more targeted and
effective interventions to address their needs.
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3.1.2 Focus group

Subsequently, for the focus group, our approach was to assemble children
approximately 15-20 within the SATI Foundation to discuss what difficulties they faced both
in the past and at the present. As advised by the SATI’s staff, we would undergo a training
session first to ensure we ask appropriate questions. This was crucial because the questions
might be sensitive and can affect the children's thoughts and emotions. Therefore, all focus
group questions were subject to approval by the sponsor prior to implementation.

Furthermore, we would focus on Burmese Refugee children who are taken care by SATI
Foundation aged between 13 to 17 years old in Myanmar Students Learning Center who live
near Rangsit Market, and had mobile phones as a target group. The reason that we selected
this target group is firstly, their maturity enables them to provide sincere responses, crucial
for our research objectives. Secondly, within this age range, individuals have encountered
genuine challenges, contributing to a deeper understanding of various issues.

3.1.3 Secondary Data

We planned to use the secondary data to research the two main elements. Firstly, it
relied on secondary data, specifically examining the prevalence of lack of essential resources
among underprivileged children and accessing existing global and local data from credible
sources. We would access pre-existing and prior statistics and information from online
journals and websites, ensuring we obtain information from credible and reliable sources.
This served as a foundational understanding of the issue.

3.1.4 Observational Research

The observational research was conducted to gain insights into the primary reasons
motivating youths to attend Myanmar Students Learning Center, aiming to address root
causes and effectively tackle the core issue. The observation involved studying their
accommodations, tracking by counting the number of underprivileged children observed in
different locations or accommodations to estimate the population in these areas. Additionally,
active participation in SATI Foundation’s weekly activities allows for the observation and
tracking of participation numbers, contributing valuable insights into the dynamics of the
issue. Through the combination of secondary data analysis and observational research, the
study aimed to provide a comprehensive and subtle understanding of the challenges faced by
the youth.

Observational study also came in the form of observing the children participate in the
activities and watching their body language, verbal and non-verbal cues, and to collect data
about behavior, expression of feelings, and interaction between our subject, the youth at
Myanmar Students Learning Center and sample, in this case, the SATI Line Official. To back
this up as we could not interpret actual information just by observation, we would interact
and engage with the children and staff there and enquire on the activities and perception of
the application itself, to obtain impartial and unbiased answers that will be easier to analyse.
Additionally, to ensure that we did not commit any form of bias, we would craft the questions
to be that of a neutral manner, without leaning towards any pre-existing ideas or prior
conformed perception.
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3.2 Identifying the Additional Feature within the SATI Line Official to Connect With
Underprivileged Children

3.2.1 Identify problems from the current SATI Line Official account

Before initiating the addition or development of any new feature within the SATI Line
Official, it was important to gain a comprehensive understanding of the precise challenges
driving the SATI Foundation to enhance the feature. This entailed conducting interviews with
the staff members who currently serve as administrators of the SATI Line Official account.
Through these interviews, we aimed to elucidate the specific issues they encounter and their
expectations regarding our project. This information served as a foundational step in aligning
our development efforts with the genuine needs and aspirations of the SATI Foundation.

3.2.2 Identify the preferred feature of the users

This method integrated both qualitative and quantitative analyses to identify
additional feature that would enrich the developmental experience of SATI Line Official for
children. The interview component of this method would concentrate on soliciting insights
into the feature desired by the children for enhancing the interactivity and accessibility of
SATI Line Official. Simultaneously, a survey would be administered to gather essential data
from the children, probing into their phone usage habits. This survey would be done on the
Google form platform and employ multiple-choice questions to capture insights into their
behavioral patterns, shedding light on the likelihood of children utilizing SATI Line Official.

Furthermore, teenagers would be prompted to indicate their preferred feature by ranking them
from least to most favored. Nevertheless, before finalizing these questions, extensive training
would be conducted to ensure their sensitivity, as they have the potential to influence the
emotions and perspectives of the children. Additionally, it was imperative to assess the
current user base of SATI Line Official and their frequency of engagement with the
application.

The utilization of both qualitative and quantitative data was paramount in gathering
comprehensive information. This approach enabled us to better comprehend the requirements
of underprivileged youths, thereby generating additional ideas for new feature. These feature
had the potential to modernize and enhance SATI Line Official, augmenting its interaction
and accessibility with the youth demographic.

3.2.3 Feature Development

After gathering all the pertinent information, the next step involved a meticulous
analysis of the data to determine which feature warrant development and enhancement.
Utilizing insights gleaned from the results, we would identify existing feature within SATI
Line Official that require refinement or enhancement. Subsequently, the newly identified
feature would be integrated, and a prototype will be introduced to foster and amplify user
engagement, guided by feedback from our target group.

Following the incorporation of necessary modifications to the application, the enhanced
version aimed to achieve the overarching objective of providing more effective assistance to
its users. This iterative process of data collection, analysis, and implementation ensured that
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SATI Line Official remains responsive to the evolving needs of its user base, ultimately
enhancing its utility and impact in supporting youth development initiatives.

3.3 User engagement tracking after presenting the prototype

3.3.1 Implement methods to collect data

For short-term results
● Implement methods to collect data on the app’s usage and its impact on connecting

with underprivileged children over 1 month, but less than 1 year.
● Data we needed to collect in order to evaluate application usage include the

following:

1) Number of active users. This is so we could observe the impact of the
enhanced application on attracting more users and to understand more about
user engagement. Assessing daily active user (DAU) to monthly active user
(MAU) ratio can be expressed as a percentage to further observe the changes
in active users over time. A low DAU to MAU ratio can act as an indication
that the content and relevance of the application has room for improvement
and requires an update or enhancement to further appeal to users
(Fundingsland et al. (2022)). An increase of active users can indicate that more
youth find the app helpful and are appealed to use it as it can benefit and
impact them positively.

2) Frequency of use and session duration to analyze how long users are active on
the application itself. If a user returns to the website again after several hours
or days, it will be counted as a new session and can be used as an indicator of
how engaging the application is in pulling in users to use the application.
Whereas if the user stays on the app for longer duration, it might suggest that
they are spending more time utilizing the applications feature, while a shorter
duration may suggest poor application and feature usability and room for
improvement (Fundingsland et al. (2022)).

3) Page views. This refers to the number of pages that a user visits during a
single session of using the app and can act as an indication of the extent the
user is engaging with the website and its feature. For example, if users are
accessing a website but not interacting with additional feature or pages, this
can indicate a problem with the website's usability, a feature issue, or difficulty
with user interface and experience (Fundingsland et al. (2022)). Additionally,
a ‘bounce rate’ analysis can be used to assess the amount of users who leave
the website without further interaction beyond an additional page. This gives
an insight to user engagement within the website and its feature. The bounce
rate indicates users who are not achieving the desired interaction with the
website. A high bounce rate may suggest a usability issue steering users away
from the page.

Analyze gathered data to assess the effectiveness of the improved SATI Line Official in
addressing the issues faced by underprivileged children. After that, we will use this
information to suggest whether the added feature can be used for long-term results or not.
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If we observe an increase in active users, page views, frequency of use, and session duration,
we could make an indirect observation that the enhanced application does impact youth using
it. Otherwise, we could evaluate the issues regarding usability or interface to rectify the issue
and observe the change in data after correcting the problems.

For long-term results

● As Krungsri Group are the initial developers of the application itself before handing it
over to SATI Foundation, we can get the Sati Line app admin staff and IT team of
Krungsri Group to gather app usage data and its impact on engaging underprivileged
children over a period exceeding one year, reassuring and emphasizing on the
objective. Krungsri Group is included here as they have access to insight data as the
developers of the application while SATI Foundation only has access to surface level
data on the administration side.

● Examine the compiled data such as the number of the youth’s daily check-in to
evaluate how successful the added feature in the Line Official account are in dealing
with the problems experienced by underprivileged children. We will prepare the
prototype’ infographic about the check-in feature for the SATI Foundation and IT of
Krungsri Group.

● Partnering with other various organizations from non-government organizations such
as Childline Thailand Foundation who share a common vision and mission with SATI
Foundation. (Childline Thailand, n.d.) to promote professional recognition and growth
by collaborating on projects or events. In turn, this can increase the network of similar
organizations with the same vision as SATI’s, to protect, provide, and keep youth safe.

● Although promoting the application for professional recognition and growth is not a
main goal of SATI Foundation, collaborating with other organizations can increase
network and exposure of services offered by SATI and in turn, increase the connection
between SATI and underprivileged children if they decide to use it, expanding the
value of SATI’s services and the application itself. This itself ties into SATI’s goal of
connecting to underserved youth to provide them with basic necessities to safeguard
and protect them.
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Chapter 4: Results and Analysis

This chapter summarizes the conclusions gathered from multiple interview groups. As
the information gathered covers diverse results and perspectives, we will categorize our
interview groups appropriately and briefly outline how each finding aligns with our
objectives. Then, we compared and contrasted a series analysis data from interviews within
each group, depending on the interviewers.

4.1 Understanding insight background of Burmese refugee youth by caretakers
perspective

This section describes the results obtained through interviews with caretakers at the
organizations we explored: the Myanmar Students Learning Center - Rangsit market and two
caretakers from the SATI Foundation. We gathered numerous findings supporting the
exploration of the backgrounds of youths and addressing the issue of Burmese refugee
children Understanding the background of Burmese refugee children in Thailand (objective
1).

4.1.1 Finding

By analyzing the information gathered from our interviews, through the analyzing of
the data collected in our interviews, we have identified the following insights.

Finding 1 : The local Burmese refugee youth encounters the impact of exclusion from
society.

According to interviews with the Rangsit caretakers and SATI staff, as a result of
getting displaced from their home country due to war, the Burmese refugee youth experience
an immense sense of not belonging and exclusion from Thai society. This may stem from a
myriad of issues, ranging from illegally entering the country, to not exploring the country out
of fear of getting caught and deported. They also feel a sense of unfamiliarity as their homes
in Myanmar were surrounded by lush nature and greenery, which they do not receive in
Thailand, due to its urbanization as compared to Myanmar.

When given the choice and option to roam free around the country to explore, the youth feel
unsafe and insecure due to not having a Thai legal card, or pink card, and fear that they will
get caught and arrested, or in worse cases, deported back to Myanmar. Hence, due to this fact,
they prefer to stay within their comfort zones and familiar areas rather than to explore
Thailand and assimilate with the locals. This significantly contributes to their exclusion from
society and feeling left out.

Even online, they face issues communicating as their first language is Burmese, and they type
and speak online completely in Burmese. This makes it hard for them to communicate in
Thai, which contributes to their exclusion from society when they are unable to properly
convey information and emotions and affect their ability to form bonds with the local youth
and such.

The exclusion of Burmese children from Thai society poses significant challenges in physical
and mental forms and undermines their rights and opportunities for development. Addressing
the root causes of exclusion and implementing inclusive policies and interventions are crucial
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steps towards promoting the well-being and integration of Burmese children into Thai
society.

Finding 2 : Some of the children opt to reach out to individual caretakers, leading to
communication difficulties between SATI staff.

Despite efforts made by SATI staff to encourage youths to utilize the Sati Line
Official platform for communication purposes, the youths prefer to reach out to specific
caretakers with whom they are more comfortable with when it involves personal matters,
regardless of the caretakers specialty, through personal message.

The problem lies in the ability of the application to streamline youth to the respective
specialized caretakers in various fields. However, it is important to note that the youth are
only comfortable speaking to certain caretakers about certain issues and a streamlined
solution might cause another problem– youth having to talk to caretakers they are less
comfortable with, which calls into question the efficiency of a streamlined counseling system.

The persistence of this trend is a growing challenge for the team as problems such as time
management and prevalence of boundaries between the team and the youths they serve arise.
Caretakers who become focal points for personal communication may find themselves
overwhelmed with requests that will compromise their ability to allocate their time
effectively across the youths they serve.

Finding 3: Children either seek a sense of welcoming from friends or opt for
independence.

It was discovered that the youth are not consistently taken care of by their parents as
they tend to work very hard at the nearby Rangsit Market or tending to businesses. This is a
contributing factor as to why they are sent to the Myanmar Students Learning Center where
they are joined by other Burmese youths within the same age range. Due to this, they might
seek comfort, support and affection from their friends of whom they spend most of their time
with. Additionally, they tend to frequently relocate as they have no permanent place of
residence, affecting their ability to make long-term friendships and form stable connections.
The majority of these youth rent rooms or apartments and choose to seek independence and
convenience, as they tend to prefer things that are easily attainable and require little to no
significant effort. Usually this is accompanied by a fear of incapability to accomplish certain
tasks. However, to make ends meet, these independent youth are likely to enter the workforce
at a young age, often getting themselves involved in sex work, drug trafficking or other
illegal activities.

4.2 Understanding the current utilization of Sati Line Official to connect with
underprivileged youth

This section presents the results obtained from an interview with the SATI Line
Official admin at the SATI Foundation. We collected diverse information about the
challenges faced by the SATI admin in relation to the current feature and their ideas for
improvement to enhance engagement with the youth. The following findings are essential to
support Identifying the additional feature within the SATI Line Official to connect with
underprivileged children (objective 2).
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4.2.1 Finding

By analyzing the information gathered from our interviews, we have identified the
following findings concerning the current SATI Line Official.

Finding 4 : The inefficiency of SATI Line Official in connecting with Burmese refugee
youth arises from their unfamiliarity with the application and challenges within the app.

The attempt to engage with Burmese refugee youth through the utilization of the SATI
Line Official appears to be ineffective due to a significant lack of familiarity among the target
group. Given that the majority, if not all, of these youth have never encountered the
application before, they are unlikely to be aware of its existence or the services it offers to
provide aid and assistance. Consequently, the lack of familiarity with the application
contributes to low user engagement levels, undermining its efficacy in connecting with
Burmese refugee youth effectively.

The insufficient reach of the SATI Line Official among Burmese refugee youth highlights the
need for alternative outreach strategies to effectively engage with this marginalized
population. Without adequate awareness and understanding of the application's features and
benefits, these youth are unlikely to utilize it as a resource for accessing support and
assistance. As a result, the current approach fails to effectively bridge the gap between the
SATI Line Official and its intended beneficiaries, hindering its ability to fulfill its intended
purpose of assisting Burmese refugee youth.

To address this challenge, it is essential to explore alternative methods of communication and
outreach that resonate with the cultural and social contexts of Burmese refugee youth. This
may involve partnering with local community organizations, leveraging social networks and
community leaders, and utilizing culturally sensitive messaging to raise awareness about the
application and its potential benefits. By adopting a more targeted and culturally relevant
approach to outreach, it may be possible to enhance the effectiveness of the SATI Line
Official in connecting with Burmese refugee youth and addressing their needs more
comprehensively.

Finding 5 : The application faces issues of inconvenience and incompatibility

The SATI Line Official faces several challenges that undermine its user-friendliness
and efficiency, ultimately hindering its effectiveness in connecting with Burmese refugee
youth. One of the most notable issues is its compatibility, as it does not operate seamlessly on
certain mobile devices. This lack of compatibility effectively excludes a portion of potential
users who may rely on these devices, thereby limiting the application's reach and accessibility
among the target demographic. Without broad compatibility across various devices, the
application fails to fulfill its potential as a widely accessible resource for Burmese refugee
youth in need of assistance.

Moreover, the complexity of the SATI Line Official's user interface presents another
significant hurdle for users. Navigating through the various features and functionalities of the
application can be cumbersome and confusing, particularly for individuals with limited
digital literacy or unfamiliarity with technology. This complexity may deter users from
engaging with the SATI Line Official effectively, as they struggle to navigate its interface and
access the support and resources it offers. As a result, the overall user experience is
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compromised, diminishing the SATI Line Official's utility and effectiveness in serving the
needs of its intended beneficiaries.

These issues, compounded by the SATI Line Official's compatibility limitations and complex
user interface, collectively detract from its overall usability and efficiency. Without
addressing these fundamental challenges, the SATI Line Official is unlikely to fulfill its
intended purpose of effectively connecting with Burmese refugee youth and providing them
with the support they need. To improve the SATI Line Official's effectiveness, it is imperative
to prioritize enhancements that enhance compatibility across a wider range of devices and
streamline navigation to create a more intuitive and user-friendly experience. By addressing
these key areas of improvement, the SATI Line Official can better serve its target audience
and maximize its impact in supporting Burmese refugee youth in their time of need.

Finding 6 : Lack of appealing interface results in low motivation for user engagement

The SATI administration has acknowledged the challenges associated with the SATI
Line Official, particularly highlighting concerns about its unappealing user interface,
especially for children. Through discussions with SATI staff regarding the SATI Line
Official's interface and overall design, it became evident that its current design is perceived as
unattractive, which directly impacts children's reluctance to engage with it. This lack of
visual appeal and user-friendly design contributes to a notable lack of motivation among the
target audience, particularly children, to actively use the SATI Line Official as intended.

Updating the SATI Line Official's user interface is thus deemed necessary to address these
shortcomings and enhance usage within the system. This entails comprehensive
improvements to both the aesthetics and visuals of the application, aiming to create a more
engaging and intuitive user experience for children. By addressing these design issues, the
SATI administration aims not only to increase user engagement but also to ensure that the
application effectively resonates with its target audience, particularly children. A more
visually appealing and user-friendly interface has the potential to foster a more positive and
encouraging environment, encouraging children to actively participate in the SATI Line
Official platform and utilize its services effectively.

Moreover, enhancing the application's user interface aligns with broader objectives of
improving accessibility and inclusivity within the SATI Line Official system. By making
SATI Line Official more visually appealing and intuitive, the SATI administration can better
cater to the diverse needs and preferences of its users. This approach reflects a commitment
to fostering a supportive and empowering environment where all users, regardless of age or
background, feel encouraged and empowered to seek assistance and support through the
SATI Line Official platform. Thus, investing in user interface updates represents a strategic
and essential step toward maximizing the application's effectiveness and impact in serving its
target audience, particularly children in need of assistance and support.

4.3 Identify the additional feature from children survey

This section describes the findings from google form with the children in the
Myanmar Students Learning Center at the Rangsit market. We gathered numerous
information about the preference and benefit of using the mobile phone. The following
findings are essential to support Identifying the additional feature within the SATI Line
Official to connect with underprivileged children (objective 2).
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4.3.1 Finding

By analyzing the information gathered from data analysis using the children's
responses in the survey, we have identified the following insights.

Finding 7 : The SATI Line officials are unfamiliar among the Burmese children.

When surveyed about the SATI Line Official, a notable proportion of Burmese youth
responded that they had never encountered or heard of the SATI Line Official previously.
This lack of awareness indicates a significant gap in the SATI Line Official's reach and
visibility within this specific demographic. Consequently, these youth were unfamiliar with
the SATI Line Official's purpose, features, and potential benefits, which directly contributed
to its limited engagement among this target group. The absence of prior exposure to the SATI
Line Official hindered their ability to fully grasp its potential usefulness in providing
assistance and support.

Despite their lack of familiarity with the SATI Line Official, when presented with the concept
of an SATI Line Official that could offer services to aid them, the response from Burmese
youth was notably positive and enthusiastic. Many expressed interest in such a SATI Line
Official and were eager to share their thoughts and opinions on how it could potentially
benefit them. This suggests a latent demand for support services among this demographic,
indicating that the lack of engagement with the SATI Line Official was primarily due to a
lack of familiarity rather than a lack of interest or need.

It is reasonable to infer that had these youth been aware of the existence and purpose of the
application, they would have expressed a greater willingness to utilize it. This underscores
the critical importance of effective communication and outreach strategies to raise awareness
about the SATI Line Official application among its target audience. By increasing visibility
and promoting understanding of the application's features and benefits, a larger number of
Burmese youth would likely be inclined to engage with it, thus maximizing its potential
impact in providing assistance and support to those in need within the community.

Finding 8 : Most of Burmese youth are interested in game feature

In addition to the insights gathered from the Google Forms survey as shown in figure
3, it becomes evident that mobile phones serve as a platform for gaming among the surveyed
demographic, consisting of 21 respondents. A majority of 19 youths actively engage in
gaming activities notably the preferred towards first-person shooting and thrilling games.
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Figure 3: Bar chart of the question from children survey about the most of youth use mobile
phones for

Moreover, adventure games, particularly exemplified by the popularity of titles like Temple
Run, have garnered substantial favor among 17 out of the 21 surveyed individuals (shown in
figure 4). We could incorporate some feature from these games into the application to pique
their interest in using the app. However, we must be careful to ensure that the features
included do not promote any form of violence as FPS games are known to be quite violent in
nature as well as do not promote any negative behavior.

Figure 4: Bar chart of the question from children survey about the most youth normally
playing games

Finding 9 : Developing the feature involves a delicate balance between meeting the desires
of caretakers and addressing the needs of the youth.

After we compiled data from both caretakers and youths, our analysis revealed stark
contrasts in their feature preferences. Caretakers preferred a counseling room feature, citing
its potential to streamline their work processes and facilitate scheduling arrangements. In
contrast, children overwhelmingly favored the game feature and showed comparatively least
interest in the counseling room feature. This discrepancy emphasizes the divergent needs and
priorities of caretakers and children. Taking into consideration the observed differences in
attention towards the counseling room and game feature, we started on an analysis to
understand underlying factors driving these differences, which led us to consider the
influence of children's behavior as a crucial determinant shaping their preferences.
Understanding the importance of addressing these behavioral differences, we carefully
designed a set of prototypes to give a clear picture of our plans. By letting the youth
experience our ideas firsthand, we hope to spark their excitement again and gather helpful
feedback to improve our approach.

Finding 10 : Burmese refugee youth show increased enthusiasm for prototypes in recent
surveys.

Following surveys with Burmese refugee youth at the Myanmar Students Learning
Center situated in the Rangsit market, a remarkable increase in enthusiasm towards our
prototype was observed compared to previous fieldwork endeavors. The children's reactions
seemed notably more sincere and involved, signaling a genuine interest in the feature we are
proposing, especially as we were able to present them with a comprehensive draft for their
review. This heightened level of engagement underscores the significance of tailoring our
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approach to effectively resonate with the unique needs and preferences of the target
demographic.

4.4 Tracking the engagement after presenting the prototype

In this section, the data collected during the survey with the children in the 2nd
fieldwork is presented. The purpose of gathering this data was to observe the perception of
children to our prototype. These findings are crucial for supporting User engagement
tracking after presenting the prototype (objective 3).

4.4.1 Finding
By analyzing the information gathered from our interviews, through the analyzing of

the data collected in our interviews, we have identified the following insights :

Finding 11 : Hundred percent of children interested in the prototype that we presented.

After presenting a visualization prototype with the children on the 2nd fieldwork, the
team was able to identify the interests of the children with the additional feature. All the
children in the Myanmar Students Learning Center were eager to try out the application after
hearing more about it. The findings could be instrumental in supporting the Krungsri team's
initiatives, serving as valuable insights to guide future updates to the feature. This suggests a
promising outlook, indicating a high likelihood that children will actively engage with the
prototype if it is further improved and introduced.

Finding 12 : Balancing preferences and risks is crucial in addressing child safety in game
development.

Based on the findings of the recent survey, we had the youths complete the survey
again with the same group of 14 students who did the survey last time as shown in figure 5. It
was observed that children typically prefer games characterized by shooting or thrill
elements. However, the direct development of such feature may contribute to an increase in
criminal and violent tendencies. Consequently, we have opted to incorporate these elements
indirectly through the check-in system. Following the presentation of the prototype to
children, it is evident that the check-in system is not aligned with their preferences and
expectations, resulting in a noticeable decline in its desirability.

Figure 5: Bar chart of the question from children survey about the feature that children prefer
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Finding 13 : The layout and color scheme of the prototype are the concerning in our
prototype

According to the survey results presented below (shown in figure 6 and 7), both
children and SATI staff strongly agree that the prototype's layout is not formal and the color
scheme has a colorful tone that may not be appealing to boys. Furthermore, SATI staff
recommended that we modify the format to be inclusive for both boys and girls. They also
suggested adopting a neutral theme for our prototype, emphasizing its potential effectiveness.
In response to this feedback, the team has taken a proactive approach by initiating revisions
to the prototype's layout. The aim is to better cater to the preferences and requirements of the
intended users, with the ultimate goal of ensuring that the prototype aligns more closely with
their expectations and desires. This demonstrates a commitment to refining the design based
on valuable feedback to enhance the overall appeal and effectiveness of the prototype.

Figure 6: Bar chart of the question from children survey about the suggestion in our prototype

Figure 7: Bar chart of the suggestion in our prototype from the SATI staff
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4.5 Potential development of prototype into SATI Line Official

In this section, we present the outcomes derived from our interview sessions with the
Krungsri team builder. Through these interviews, we meticulously gathered data from the
standpoint of the developer, aiming to gain insights into potential challenges our prototype
may encounter. These findings play a pivotal role in bolstering both Identifying the additional
feature within the SATI Line Official to connect with underprivileged children (objective 2),
and User engagement tracking after presenting the prototype (objective 3).

4.5.1 Finding
By analyzing the information gathered from the interview, we have pinpointed certain

discoveries that raise concerns regarding our prototype.

Finding 14: Potential limitations of the gaming feature in SATI Line Official could be
identified.

Our prototype features a check-in system which extends into a game if youth opt to
get more points. However, upon discussion with Krungsri Team Builder, multiple problems
arise if the prototype were to actually be developed into the actual application.

Firstly, the game, integrating both Pac-man and Temple Run attributes, including the
Pac-man maze, might pose a challenge for developers. If this game is to be linked outside the
application itself, they might not have access or possess the ability to include an external
game into the application as the game itself does not belong to them, and they have trouble
gaining copyrighting rights to include the game into the application.

Developing the game itself from scratch is a more feasible approach. However this too has its
fair share of concerns– most, if not all of the developers are not experienced or trained in
game design. Although it poses a significant challenge for the team if the job scope is beyond
the developers skill, it is more possible as developing their own game will not face any
copyright issues as all scene and character images fully belong to Krungsri themselves.

Finding 15: Unlikeliness of enhanced application to become obsolete through changing
trends

To ensure our prototype remains appealing to users and relevant, it is important to
keep up with the ever-changing trends to avoid obsolescence. Initially, a concern we harbored
included maintaining the application’s relevance and attraction towards various target groups
and their needs, as well as keeping up with volatile and fast-paced changing trends. This
stems from the initial problem we faced whereby the sponsors' wants differed from the target
groups' wants, which will keep changing with trends.

However, upon consultation with Krungsri, we were reassured that our application is unlikely
to go outdated as it is relatively easy to use, featuring icons that are not complicated to
understand. It also maintains an informal visual appeal, promoting a feeling of comfort and
safety as compared to formal visuals which are more likely to be outdated due to low appeal
to the target group. We were also advised to obtain a color scheme similar to that of our
sponsors branding colors.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

The findings from our background research underscored the alarming vulnerability of
underprivileged youth, particularly those dwelling on the streets, to the dangers of substance
abuse and sexual exploitation, among many other risks. The background research highlights
the concerning reality that numerous children in Thailand lack stable homes and adequate
support systems. It is crucial and imperative to guide them away from these dangers to
prevent any lasting negative impacts on their mental and physical well-being and future
aspirations and prospects.

As an effort to address these pressing issues, our collaboration with SATI Foundation aims to
aid and connect with underprivileged children by updating new features within the SATI Line
Official account. Additionally, we conducted interviews and focus groups, and utilized
secondary data and observational research techniques to obtain insight information about our
target group to achieve our objectives and to further understand our project and goals better.

Tailoring new features based on children's preferences and needs for a useful and beneficial
application could significantly enhance their connectivity and assistance, leading to an
improved quality of life in the long run. This effort promises a better and seamless
experience, providing hope and prospects for a brighter future.

5.1 Recommendations

This section highlights the various aspects in which the project's direction could be
extended and further improved to benefit its current users, and attract a larger pool of
audience to increase the quality of life for underprivileged youth all over Thailand, and
possibly on a global scale too. While extensive research and innovation has been carried out
throughout the entire duration of this project, there is still room for improvement in many
other aspects, including but not limited to directly improving the data collection functions of
Sati Line Official to track progress, to utilizing mobile trucks as a means of extending
services beyond mobile phone users. Such recommendations give light to a myriad of
possibilities that could stem from this project and prior related work.

Recommendation 1: Research audience knowledge and preference to produce engaging
and trendy feature

As the current feature proposed in this report are tailored to our target audience
preferences, it is essential to recognize that youth preferences are subject to change over time
and also across different age groups. Hence, obtaining regular feedback from the users
becomes imperative to better understand the unique preferences and needs of the youths. This
feedback ensures that the app remains attractive and relevant to the youths so that they would
continue using the application. By keeping up with the evolving preferences and behaviors of
the youths, the app can be better adapted to introduce new feature that align with their
interests. This helps to enhance user engagement to contribute to overall app satisfaction and
achieve long-term user retention and loyalty.
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Recommendation 2: Utilize application feature insights to track progress

Currently, there are a few ways in which we integrate data collection through the
enhanced feature to ease long and short term data analysis later on after launching the
redesigned application.

Firstly, we implemented a feedback system after the counseling room feature known as ‘SATI
Chit-Chat’. This feedback system allows for youth to express their emotions through a series
of emoticons after the counseling session. They are also allowed to give other feedback
regarding the session or feature itself.

Secondly, the check-in system can also be used to observe the amount of user engagement
within a stipulated time frame to track how efficient the enhanced application is to attract
users and increase user engagement within the application.

Thirdly, the hotspot feature also utilizes location to see where the youth are located. Although
this feature was not initially designed for any long or short term data collection and analysis,
it can still be adjusted to indirectly show the frequented locations of the underprivileged
youth. By utilizing location services, we are able to track popular places that the children
frequent, or hang out at more and can be used for future purposes such as setting up events or
for reaching out to more underprivileged youth that might gather there too.

Though there are already some attempts of utilizing application features to track progress in
the form of user engagement and user experience, there are still other ways the application
feature can be refined for better quality of tracking progress of the application growth.

Recommendation 3: Expanding services offered in the application beyond mobile phone
users

While our project mainly focuses on youth who already own mobile phones, the
inevitable truth is that there are many underprivileged youth roaming without mobile phones.
Personally, we have noticed that the younger children do not own mobile phones, however
some youth who own phones still face issues regarding the compatibility of the application.
One imperative recommendation would be to extend the services offered in the application
outside mobile phone users to reach a wider audience and uphold the SATI Foundation
vision– to protect, safekeep and guard underserved youth. This part will discuss the various
ways to explore expanding services beyond mobile phone users.

Utilization of mobile trucks

Inspired by mobile healthcare trucks in Singapore, and food trucks in various parts of the
world, the typical everyday vehicle proves itself to be of multifunctional use. While food
trucks are common all around Thailand, it too could be utilized to accommodate various
healthcare procedures such as a portable dental treatment center, portable x-ray center, and
even portable optician. By choosing a mobile way of transporting the services to the
underprivileged youth, a wider audience is reached while providing them with healthcare
needs that they might not have access to. This suggestion also allows for services to expand
to rural areas and hill tribes to offer services to other SATI Foundation youth that they work
with, in addition to underprivileged children scattered all across Thailand.
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Currently, UNICEF has already modeled this idea by organizing mobile safety classes for
children in Ukraine to educate youth on life-saving topics such as fire safety and road safety
(UNICEF Organizes 15 Mobile Safety Classes for Children, n.d.). This proves that the idea
itself is feasible, and has potential to widely expand SATI Foundation services beyond mobile
phone users.

Kiosks at public terminals

Installing kiosks, booths, or stands at public terminals where underprivileged youth often
gather can also extend SATI Foundation services beyond mobile phone users. While a
portable service makes its way around the country and is not at a permanent location, a kiosk
can serve underprivileged youth at places they publicly gather to ease their efforts of
acquiring services or resources. For example, a kiosk with free food, blankets, warm clothes,
sim cards, or even feminine products could be set up at Hua Lamphong Railway Station,
where it has been conveyed to us by a SATI staff that underprivileged youth often gather, for
them to obtain their various needs at a permanent public location instead of relying on their
mobile phone applications for the nearest resources. This could largely benefit
underprivileged youth who do not own mobile phones, and those who do not know where
else to go for everyday items. Furthermore, the staff manning the kiosk could redirect or
inform them about the various SATI Foundation shelters if they are unfamiliar with it and
guide them to proper and more stable assistance.

Ideally, one could perceive the idea of a kiosk at public terminals as the point of contact
between underprivileged youth gathered there and receiving proper and stable assistance.

Recommendation 4: Application compatibility in various phone models

To ensure broader accessibility among the target youths, the application should be
made compatible across various phone models. Incompatibility of the app restricts the
accessibility of the app, hindering the ability to reach out and expand to a larger pool of
audience. To address this issue, efforts to optimize the app on a wider range of phone models,
preferable catering to the phone models commonly used by the underprivileged youths. App
developments may need to assess the technical aspect of the app processes to ensure
compatibility across different phone operating systems. By making the app readily available
and accessible on all phone models, it can significantly enhance the effectiveness in reaching
and connecting with more underprivileged youths to provide them with the essential support
they require.

Recommendation 5: Marketing efforts to raise awareness of the application

While there are numerous directions for future work to branch out to, we go back to
the root problem, that underprivileged youth are not even aware about the existence of the
application, which leads to low user engagement. Thus, one crucial recommendation for
future work is for increased marketing efforts to raise awareness of the application not only to
the underprivileged youth, but to the general public as well.
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Advertisements and brochures

A traditional way to achieve marketing efforts is by distributing brochures and putting
up physical advertisements or online advertisements. Social media is a fast-paced tool which
could be used to an advantage when utilized to spread information. By altering the
advertisement to follow current trends or styles, it can capture the attention of users and
encourage them to find out more about the organization and application itself.
Advertisements or brochures that appeal to viewers' ethos, pathos, and logos can also garner
attention and raise awareness.

Additionally in this fast-paced digital age where advertisements and brochures might no
longer attract the eye as it used to, marketing strategists can opt for other styles such as zines,
and illustrations to appeal to both underprivileged youth and the general public to raise
awareness about the application. These media forms too are creative in nature and may offer
something different and exciting as a means to raise awareness.

Furthermore, utilizing media psychology in marketing strategies allows for exploration of
prints, broadcast and digital media on consumers attitudes, behaviors, and perceptions on
certain matters, allowing it to be a substance that invokes persuasiveness to know more about
the content showcased (Kraak, V. I., Holz, A., Woods, C. L., Whitlow, A. R., & Leary, N.
(2023)).

Collaboration with other organizations / companies / brands

SATI Foundation could also collaborate with other well-known companies or brands
to promote the application. As the main developer of the application itself, Krungsri Nimble
could also promote the application as a means to market it and increase awareness about it.
By collaborating with another popular brand for marketing purposes, the current consumers
will be introduced to the application to take notice and interest in, branching out the
applications viewer reach and raising awareness through current consumers of another
well-known brand.

SATI Foundation could collaborate with other organizations that share the same cause, goal,
and vision to safeguard and protect youth, such as The Hub, or Childline Thailand amongst
many others.

Recommendation 6: Community outreach to foster positive social change regarding
underprivileged youth

The effort of protecting and safeguarding underprivileged youth also falls in the hands
of the general public's knowledge and perception of them. According to an interview with
SATI Foundation staff, it was discovered that some underprivileged youth are treated
undesirably due to negative connotations and disdainful social stigmas surrounding
underprivileged children. One way to abolish this is for community outreach to facilitate
positive social stigmas regarding underprivileged youth.

Fundraiser or social events

One exciting way to reach out to the general public is to organize fundraising events
surrounding underprivileged youth. These events could feature talks, discussing the problems
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and background of the underprivileged youth and how the general public could make a
difference in advocating for them. Interactive workshops or activities could also be featured
to get participants or attendees more involved in learning about the underprivileged children
to shift their perception of underprivileged youth from negative or unheard of into a more
positive one.

In the event of a fundraiser, there could also be various activities in which financial assistance
is raised towards the cause of the underprivileged youth. For example, a marathon in which
money is raised per kilometer ran for each attendee.

With time, the aim of such events would result in a more healthy and positive perspective of
the general public towards underprivileged youth, which may tremendously help the youth in
the long run when job hunting and efforts to assimilate back into society.

Pop-up booths

Pop-up booths are also an alternative idea to which a small booth would be set up in
major events to promote the shift of stigma around underprivileged children. Advertisements
and brochures could also be distributed at these booths as well as staff manning the booth to
converse with the general public on underprivileged children with the hope of raising
awareness about the truth these youths face.

Feature influencers and celebrities to advocate the issue

Celebrities and influencers are often seen on billboards or advertisements promoting a
product. While this garners enthusiastic reactions from fans all around the world, it could also
boost awareness and recognition of a product or service, due to the degree of media attention
received and ability to influence or shape not only their fans, but also public perception. Their
elevated voices and presence has made them a platform for advocacy, and able to change or
mobilize movements.

For example, celebrity business leader, Sir Richard Branson, managed to convince President
Barack Obama that the Great Barrier Reef was threatened by climate change upon his visit to
Australia in 2014. This was credited to a letter sent by the business tycoon to the World
Heritage Committee, critiquing the effects of climate change on the destruction upon natural
wonders in the reef. Coupled with engaging sustainability efforts, this eventually brought
more attention to the public eye and that of people with power to implement change, such as
President Obama himself (Wright & Nyberg, 2022).

Using this strategy could diversely expand the recognition of SATI Line Official, and shine
light onto SATI Foundation itself. In the long run, other services and efforts produced by
SATI Foundation would garner more attention if emphasized by famous Thai celebrities such
as model and celebrity Cindy Sirinya Bishop, who advocated alongside UNICEF to end
violence and abuse against women (Press Release: Thai Celebrity Cindy Sirinya Bishop
Campaigning for Women’s Rights as New UN Women Regional Goodwill Ambassador for
Asia and the Pacific, 2020).

A powerful tool, a celebrity's voice could speak for the thousands who are affected by the
cause.
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Recommendation 7: Integration of underprivileged youth into society

Refugees make up the majority of underprivileged youths in Thailand. In this report,
our target audience, Burmese refugee youths, having fled their home country due to war often
struggle with having a sense of belonging in Thai society. Multiple contributing factors such
as illegal entry into the country and the fear of getting deported and acclimating to the urban
environment in Thailand. This part will discuss the ways that can help integrate these groups
of youths into the society to address the challenges they face.

Community events between locals and underprivileged youth

Organizing community events that bring the locals and underprivileged youths
together can help foster a sense of belonging and inclusion. Having such events provide
opportunities for cultural exchange and interaction to help break down existing stereotypes
and barriers.By actively involving underprivileged youths in community activities, it can help
promote social integration and create a supportive and inclusive environment where the
underprivileged youths feel accepted and valued. An example of a community event would
be a community pizza making activity whereby the underprivileged youths can demonstrate
their creativity while building camaraderie among the local and other underprivileged youth
participants.

Skill upgrading for ease of job searching

Skill upgrading initiatives can empower underprivileged youths with skills and
resources they require to secure and seek employment opportunities. Drawing inspiration
from successful programs like Singapore’s Yellow Ribbon Project and MySkillsFuture, which
focus on rehabilitation and skills development for ex-offenders. Similar initiatives can be
developed to meet the needs of underprivileged youths such as providing vocational training,
career counseling and job placement services that can help them gather experience to enhance
their employability in the future that facilitates their integration into the workplace.

5.2 Limitations

5.2.1 Limitation of the survey

As the aim of this project is to enhance and expand features within SATI Line
Official, several significant limitations have emerged for the survey. Firstly, the target
demographic for gathering feedback is restricted to children who possess mobile phones,
thereby limiting the potential pool of respondents. This constraint reduces the sample size
available for data collection.

Moreover, the age range of the target audience, spanning from 12 to 17 years old, this
narrower age bracket imposes limitations on the comprehensiveness of the collected data.

Another noteworthy limitation stems from the challenge of ensuring clarity in survey
questions for the majority of children. Since the target group is the Burmese youth, some of
them cannot understand Thai, which may lead to misunderstanding in the question. This
ambiguity may result in responses that we may not want and cannot use for comprehensive
analysis, thus it may impact the validity and reliability of the data obtained.
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Additionally, the unpredictability surrounding the participation rates of children in SATI
activities every week presents a notable challenge. The fluctuating number of attendees
complicates the estimation of sample sizes for each data collection session. Consequently,
during the second fieldwork phase, the sample size decreased significantly from 21 to 14
responses due to unforeseen variations in attendance.

In summary, these limitations, ranging from constraints in sample size and demographic
representation to challenges in survey clarity and unpredictable participation rates,
underscore the complexities inherent in gathering comprehensive and reliable data for
enhancing SATI Line Official.

5.2.2 Limitation in adding the new feature into SATI Line Official

Due to limitations in both manpower and time limitation for our project, we faced
considerable challenges in smoothly integrating all the prototypes we developed into the
existing SATI Line Official platform. The scarcity of programming expertise among our team
members significantly impeded our ability to execute this task efficiently. Recognizing the
complexity of the endeavor, we ask the Krungsri team builder, renowned for their program
development proficiency and collaborating with the SATI Foundation for help to implement
and integrate new features into the SATI Line Official platform.

Our objective was to transition our prototypes into fully functional models and seamlessly
incorporate them into the SATI Line Official platform. However, the urgency of our project
timeline posed challenges in effectively reaching out to and aligning schedules with the
Krungsri team within the designated time frame. This limitation hindered our capacity to
fully integrate additional features into SATI Line Official as originally envisioned.

Despite encountering this setback, we have already initiated collaboration efforts by
presenting our prototype to the Krungsri team builder. Through ongoing discussions and
coordination with their team, we have successfully secured a commitment that our prototype
will undergo development by the Krungsri team builder in May 2024. However, it is
regrettable that the envisioned game feature, integrated with the check-in system, cannot be
added in SATI Line Official due to exceeding the technical capabilities of the team. Instead,
they have proposed incorporating short video clips, wherein users earn coins upon watching
the entirety of the video. While this adjustment deviates from our initial concept, it represents
a creative solution to maintain user engagement within the platform.

This partnership represents a crucial step forward in our mission to enhance the functionality
and effectiveness of SATI Line Official in serving its users, and we remain dedicated to
overcoming any obstacles to achieve this goal.

5.3 Further Research

5.3.1 Collaborate with the Krungsri team builder to effectively incorporate the feature
into SATI Line Official

Considering the time limitations in enabling the Krungsri team builder to effectively
develop and integrate the feature into SATI Line Official, we recommend seeing the process
for incorporating the feature within the SATI Line Official of Krungsri team builder.
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Looking ahead, we also recognize the importance of delving deeper into research to facilitate
more meaningful engagement with the Krungsri team builder. This involves actively seeking
their insights on feasible features that could be integrated into SATI Line Official, as well as
welcoming any additional suggestions for its enhancement to ensure its relevance and
usability. By conducting thorough research and fostering open communication channels, we
aim to ensure that SATI Line Official remains up-to-date and responsive to the evolving
needs of its users.

Through this collaborative effort, we anticipate harnessing the expertise of the Krungsri team
builder to assist us in seamlessly implementing these identified features into SATI Line
Official. By leveraging their knowledge and experience, we aim to enrich the platform's
functionality and enhance the overall user experience. Ultimately, our goal is to create a
platform that not only meets the immediate needs of its users but also remains adaptable and
innovative in the long term.

5.3.2 Collect engagement data after adding feature to SATI Line Official

We suggest commencing the process of data collection regarding user engagement
with the newly added feature within SATI Line Official. This involves systematically
gathering usage data from users daily, both in the short term and over an extended period, to
comprehensively evaluate the impact of the feature on engagement levels. To initiate this data
collection process, we propose focusing initially on a specific target group, such as the
Burmese refugee children attending the Myanmar Students Learning Center.

This group presents an ideal starting point for data collection due to their accessibility and
demonstrated interest in utilizing mobile phones. By engaging with this demographic, we can
gather valuable insights into their interactions with the newly added feature and assess its
effectiveness in enhancing their engagement with SATI Line Official. Furthermore, this data
serves as primary evidence to inform the SATI Foundation about the success and impact of
the feature, thereby facilitating informed decision-making regarding its potential expansion to
other groups within the foundation.

Should this initial group demonstrate positive engagement and reception towards the feature,
it opens up opportunities for its broader implementation and utilization across other groups
supported by the foundation. By gradually expanding the user base to include additional
demographics, we can maximize the reach and impact of the feature, ultimately enhancing
the overall effectiveness of SATI Line Official in serving its diverse user population.

In summary, by systematically collecting and analyzing user engagement data, starting with
the Burmese children at the Myanmar Students Learning Center, we can gain valuable
insights into the effectiveness of the newly added feature within SATI Line Official. This
data-driven approach not only informs decision-making within the SATI Foundation but also
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lays the groundwork for the potential expansion of the feature to benefit other groups within
the foundation's care.
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Appendix A: Consent form
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Figure 8: Consent form
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Appendix B: Interview Question

The list below includes interview questions with the Rangsit caretakers. Throughout
our interviews, we adhered to the provided question list and posed additional follow-up
queries when deemed necessary.

B.1 Interview question of Burmese children from 1st observation

1. How frequently do you use your mobile phone per day?
● less than 1 hour
● 1-3 hours
● 3-5 hours
● more than 5 hours

2. In which time do you use your mobile phone?
● morning
● afternoon
● evening
● before bed

3. What do you use your mobile phone for? ( Choose more than one option )
● voice call
● messaging with friends
● watching video clips ex.youtube
● listening to music
● playing games

4. How importants do you think mobile phones are in your daily life?
● very much
● Moderate
● little
● not important at all

5. Have you known/used SATI Line Official before?
● YES
● NO

6. Which feature on SATI’s line official do you prefer?
Rank (1-Least liked, 5-Most liked)

● Games
● Counseling room
● SATI check-in system (collecting stamp for prize)
● Hotspot location for medicine, food, snacks, sanitary napkin
● Short video clips
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7. What game do you normally play?
● Adventure ex. Cookie run
● Fighting ex. ROV, Pubg, Free Fire
● Farming/ Simulation ex. Hayday, Cooking mama
● Card game ex. UNO
● Matching game ex. Candy crush
● Others

8. What types of games do you want to play ? (select only 3 choices)

● bubble shoot pet game

Figure 9: Bubble shoot pet game

● O-net Online

Figure 10: O-net Online game
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● Temple run

Figure 11: Temple run game

● Candy crush

Figure 12: Candy crush game
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● Coloring games

Figure 13: Coloring game

● Juicy stack games

Figure 14: Juicy stack game
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B.2 Interview question of Burmese children & SATI staff from 2nd observation

1. Are you interested in our prototype? / Do you see yourself using these feature?
( คุณสนใจฟีเจอร์ของเราไหม /က��်ပ်ုတိ�၏ ေ�ှ�ေြပးပုံစံကုိ သင်စိတ်ဝင်စားပါသလား။ ?)

● Yes / ใช่ /ဟတ်ုတယ်
● No / ไม่ / မ�ိှ

2. Pick two feature that you like the most ?
( เลือกฟีเจอร์ท่ีคุณชอบมากท่ีสุด 2 อัน /သင်အ�ကိ�က်ဆုံး အဂ�ါရပ်�ှစ်ခုကုိ ေရွးပါ ။? )

☐ Event/Activities ☐ Check-in
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☐ Sati Chit Chat ☐ Short video clip

☐ Hot spot ☐ Redeem Point

Figure 15: Examples of each feature prototype
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3. Is the interface easy to understand?
(ฟีเจอร์ท่ีเหน็เขา้ใจงา่ยหรือไม่ /အင်တာေဖ့စ်သည် နားလည်ရန်လယ်ွကူပါသလား။)

● Easy (งา่ย /လယ်ွလယ်ွေလး)
● Moderate (ปานกลาง /အလယ်အလတ်)
● Difficult (ยาก / ခက်တ)

4. Do you like the overall enhanced feature? (5 = Most Liked, 1 = Least Liked)
(ชอบฟีเจอร์ท่ีนําเสนอโดยรวมหรือไม?่ (5 = ชอบมากท่ีสุด, 1 = ชอบน้อยท่ีสุด /အလံးုစုံ
အဆင့်ြမ�င့်တင်ထားေသာအဂ�ါရပ်များကုိ သင်�ှစ်သက်ပါသလား။ (5 =
အ�ကိ�က်ဆုံး၊ 1 =အ�ကိ�က်ဆုံး))

● 1
● 2
● 3
● 4
● 5

5. Would you like to change anything about the interface?
(อยากเปล่ียนแปลงอะไรในฟีเจอร์ตา่ง ๆ ท่ีเสนอไหม /အင်တာေဖ့စ်�ှင့်ပတ်သက်�ပီး
တစ်စုံတစ်ရာ ေြပာင်းလဲလိပုါသလား။)

● Color scheme (โทนสี /အေရာင်အစီအစ�်)
● More interactive elements (องคป์ระกอบเพิมเติมပုိ /
မုိအြပနအ်လှနအ်ကျ�ိးသက်ေရာက်ေသာြဒပ်စင်များ)

● Layout (ธีม /အြပင်အဆင်)
● N.A (ไมมี่ / မ�ိှဘူး)

6. Please elaborate on your choice in question 5
(อธิบายรายละเอียดเพิม่เติมในชอยสท่ี์เลือกจากคาํถามท่ี 5 / ေမးခွနး် 5တင်ွ
သင့်ေရွးချယ်မ�အေပ� အေသးစိတ်�ှင်းြပပါ။)

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………
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B.3 Interview question of SATI staff

Interview question of SATI staff

1. Can you briefly describe the street children's background?

2. What problems are you facing with the target youth?

3. If the street children do not listen to the sati staff or not participate in weekly activities,
what will you do?

4. Do you know the street children's monthly phone bill? And How do they pay for it?

Table 1: Interview question of SATI staff

B.4 Interview question of Rangsit caretakers

Interview question of Rangsit caretakers

1. Overall, the children's background?

2. How did the street children arrive at the Myanmar Students Learning Center in Rangsit
market?

3. If the street children do not listen to the caretakers or not participate in weekly activity,
what will you do?

4. Do you know if the youth has any specific concerns or issues that they are struggling
with?

Table 2: Interview question of Rangsit caretakers

B.5 Interview question of SATI Line Official admin

Interview question of SATI Line Official admin

1. What are the current features that already exist?

2. What is the problem they faced with the function, etc.?

3. Why do children under the foundation not use it?

4. Which features do you think we should add in the SATI Line Official account to gain
more engagement and be more interested in accessing Line ?

Table 3: Interview question of SATI Line Official admin
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B.6 Interview question of Krungsri team builder

Interview question of Krungsri team builder

1. Which feature prototype that we do can or cannot be put in SATI Line Official?

2. Any suggestions for the prototype?

3. Are there any limitations to the prototypes we have designed?

4. How do you recommend our prototype to be designed so that it aligns with
changing trends and does not go outdated?

Table 4: Interview question of Krungsri team builder

Appendix C: Interviewee’ information

C.1 Survey answer of Burmese children from 1st observation

1.

Figure 16: Pie chart of the result from children survey about how they frequently use the
mobile phone
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2.

Figure 17: Bar chart of the result from children survey about which time they use the mobile
phone

3.

Figure 18: Bar chart of the result from children survey about what they use mobile phone for

4.

Figure 19: Pie chart of the result from children survey about how important they think mobile
phones are
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5.

Figure 20: Pie chart of the result from children survey about children knowing towards SATI
Line Official

6.

Figure 21: Bar chart of the result from children survey about ranking the feature

7.

Figure 22: Pie chart of the result from children survey about what game they normally play
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8.

Figure 23: Bar chart of the result from children survey about the type of game they want to
play

C.2 Survey answer of Burmese children & SATI staff from 2nd observation

Boy A (Knant Min 16 years old) : He is interested in our prototype, finding the
interface easily comprehensible. The features that appeal to him the most are events and the
hotspot feature. Due to his preference for cartoons, he prefers video content for information
about SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy B (San Htet Aung 12 years old) : He has expressed interest in our prototype,
perceiving the interface as moderately understandable. His preferred features are events and
the redeem points. Given his like watching YouTube, he favors video content for obtaining
information about SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy C (Newin 17 years old) : He shows interest in our prototype, noting that the
interface is moderately understandable, leading to a suggestion for a layout change. The
features he particularly likes are events and redeem points. Because of his preference for
watching YouTube, he offers video content to get information about SATI staff in SATI
chit-chat.

Boy D (Ngen Tha 15 years old) : He is interested in our prototype, finding the
interface easily comprehensible. The features he finds most appealing are events and redeem
points. Due to his preference towards watching YouTube, he favors video content to describe
SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy E (Swam 17 years old) : He exhibits interest in our prototype, noting the easily
comprehensible interface. The features he favors the most are events and the hotspot feature.
As he enjoys watching TikTok, he prefers video content to learn more personal details about
SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.
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Boy F (Mon 17 years old) : He expressed interest in our prototype, finding it
user-friendly. Additionally, he showed a preference for Short video clips and Redeem points.
Given his fondness for watching YouTube, he leans towards video content to learn about
SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy G (Gift 14 years old) : He is interested in our prototype, finding the interface
easy to comprehend. The features he particularly enjoys are events and redeem points. As he
likes watching YouTube, he proposes video content for the description of SATI staff in SATI
chit-chat.

Boy H (Kit 14 years old) : He is expressed in our prototype, appreciating the easy
interface. His favorite features are events and check-ins. Given his preference is to read
cartoons, he prefers to read information about SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Girl A (Sandi 15 years old) : She shows interest in our prototype, finding the interface
moderate to understand. The features she likes the most are events and SATI chit-chat. She
enjoys watching YouTube but she prefers to read descriptions about SATI staff in SATI
chit-chat.

Girl B (Naw Lu Thar 15 years old) : She demonstrates interest in our prototype,
describing the interface as moderately comprehensible. Her preferred features include events
and SATI chit-chat. Although she enjoys watching YouTube, she opts for reading descriptions
about SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy I (Nay Lin Khaing 15 years old) : He expresses interest in our prototype , noting
the moderate comprehensible interface and suggesting a layout change. His favorite features
are events and redeem points. Due to his preference for watching YouTube, he prefers to read
information about SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy J (Dodo 13 years old) : He demonstrates interest in our prototype, acknowledging
the moderately comprehensible interface and proposing a layout adjustment. His preferred
features include events and redeem points. Because of his preference for watching YouTube,
he tends to favor video content for learning about SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy K (Joey 17 years old) : He demonstrates interest in our prototype, emphasizing
the easily comprehensible interface and recommending a layout adjustment. His preferred
features include SATI chit-chat and redeem points. Given his preference for YouTube, he
proposes video content to obtain information about SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

Boy L (Tun Pyae Phyo 12 years old) : He expressed interest in our prototype,
highlighting the moderate interface. His favorite features are events and redeem points. Due
to his preference for cartoons, he leans towards video content to gather information about
SATI staff in SATI chit-chat.

SATI staff (K.Nune) : She demonstrates interest in our prototype and mentioned that
the interface is easy to understand. Her favorite features are SATI chit-chat and redeem point.
She also gave a suggestion in color scheme and layout to make a format for both boys and
girls.
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SATI staff (K.Mon) : She expressed interest in our prototype and noted that the
interface is easy to understand. Her favorite features are SATI chit-chat and Check-in. She
also mentioned changing the color scheme and more interactive elements in the interface.

SATI staff (K.Dream) : He shows interest in our prototype, mentioning that the
interface is moderate. His preferred features include Event/Activities and Redeem Point.
Additionally, he recommended modifying the layout and advised notifying K. Sakson about
his preferred color tone.

C.3 Survey answer of SATI staff

Interviewer : Can you briefly describe the street children's background?

Interviewee : Street children are generally those whose families have problems or love to
change places. They didn’t receive love from close people. If the children were from other
provinces, they would take the train to Hua Lamphong Station and gather there. More and
more became a gang. When new people come, they will take this person on a trip to eat. The
children love his friends very much and help each other but may help each other in the wrong
way, ex. doing drugs, but there is also a good way that the children did because there will be a
center called the hub where the children can go to sleep, have food, and have older people to
talk to. Also, K.Sakson and SATI will take the child for a health check every week, both
physically and mentally, and it will allow us to get to know each other. Because SATI’s
children do not have a place to live. They will rent an apartment room. But as for the part that
P'Mon takes care of, there will be scholarship students who are in the foundation. Sometimes
the children change rooms when they face problems with their girlfriends. From birth to 25
years old, most of them are children of parents who have become pregnant when they are still
teenagers. Sometimes we take care of their children too. What we can help with is
counseling. For example, right now there are two younger siblings who are suffering from
depression and sometimes cut their arms. We take them to the hospital and take care of their
education and medical expenses too. For children under the age of six, we focus on their
development. But six to twelve will focus on studies. But teenagers usually have problems
with friends and society. The street children need freedom and ease and are quite lazy. The
things that are hard, they won’t do. If it's difficult, they will be afraid to do it. Also, they have
a variety of jobs ranging from age twelve but occupations may not be legal, such as robbery
and prostitution. If he's not used to it, at first they'll be worried and discouraged. So, we have
to empower him and encourage him that he can do it.

But for the Rangsit group, most of them are refugees from Myanmar because of war and
some of them do not have a Thai birth certificate. However, the parents were legally born in
Thailand. The parents work in the Rangsit market as labor. But the problem is when the
parents go to work, who will take care of the children? Therefore, there were people with
good education who were here before and started building a Burmese school at Rangsit
Market. It's called Burmese School which teaches the same Thai school style, using Thai and
English. The main languages spoken there are Thai and Burmese. The Ages range from
preschool to high school, approximately 100-120 people, and all of these children are in
education and are good children. But there will be stories of different backgrounds. Some
people are Burmese, rich and poor. Some people can speak Thai, and some people can speak
English. It can be observed from answering the questions. When we go to do activities, we
have to help and support them.
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Some parents own the market or work in the market with various careers. Burmese families
take good care of their children. They rarely use violence against their children, but they
receive violence from their bosses and Thai employers. For example, they get hit and their
parents may come down on them, but from what we can see, very little comes down to their
children. They teach his children quite well. But older children rarely find it moody; however,
he rather feels like he's not part of society. When someone needs to come by themselves and
doesn't have a SATI staff to pick them up to do the activities, they are afraid that someone
will arrest them because some people don't have IDs according to Thai law. Also, children
from Burma want nature. There is an activity where they can draw a picture that looks like
themselves. Most of the time, they didn’t draw animals according to the questions they ask,
instead they drew mountains and trees. This is because they miss their home they left and
Bangkok has buildings and no trees at all. If the activity focuses on nature, the children will
really like it.

Interviewer : What problems are you facing with the target youth?

Interviewee : In terms of activities, it is very difficult to follow the children. Normally, we
promote and let people scan the QR code of the SATI Line Official but kids don't use it.
When the children want to talk privately, she tells the children to send the message but they
end up not saying hello or follow up. After another month, the children disappeared. It's very
difficult to track down each child. As for me, I would like to have a counseling room as well.
Because I normally talk to children. When it comes to personal lines, setting a time is quite
difficult. For example, the feature the team has proposed, I really like. And some groups must
have motivation to get them to do activities, such as money and toys. In this community, if
we don't say that we have toys, the children won't have motivation and for homeless children
at Hua LamPhong, if we didn’t provide travel expenses for them, they won't come.

Interviewer : If the street children do not listen to the sati staff or not participate in weekly
activities, what will you do?

Interviewee : From what I've done, I still haven't found it much because if I normally would
ask and research myself about the children first, what are they interested in? and make it
relevant to their interests.

Interviewer : Do you know the street children's monthly phone bill? And How do they pay
for it?

Interviewee : The Burmese children use it daily, but some people's rooms have Wi-Fi so they
use Wi-Fi. The school also has Wi-Fi, but if they go out, they will pay daily. The daily bill is
about 30 baht per day but no one has ever used it per month.

C.4 Survey answer of Rangsit caretakers

They mentioned that they would like to come and take care of children's health. 85%
of the children do not have a Thai birth certificate at all and cannot enter Thai schools. Must
enter Burmese school only. Most of them are Kriang people and 90% of their parents have no
education. The parents work in the market. And there will be some children who come to live
here because their parents work at night and during the day they will sleep. So they don't
have time to take care of their children. So most of the children would go and play in the
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market. After that, the caretakers wanted to cooperate with community leaders. And have set
up a Myanmar learning center at Rangsit market which is now 14 years old. But there will be
a collection of 1000 baht from each child's parents. But it's not forced. In the beginning, there
were some losses, but when the Sati organization came to help, it got better.

Transportation for the children involves motorcycles or bicycles, and occasionally,
parents drop them off from the market. In the environment, If compared to Thai children, this
group of children will be more obedient to teachers and parents because they live in a society
that is not as open as Thai children. But the environment is quite divided. which in the market
will be very clearly seen. Because there is quite a lot of discrimination against Burmese
children. So, the caretakers took the children to places that made them not feel afraid, such as
taking them to Sati Na Cafe.

In terms of education, students at the center can pursue studies and obtain certificates
for completing Mathayom 5 & 6, enabling them to attend university in Burma. In the past,
some students graduated and were sent back to university in Burma, but due to war conflict,
they were returned.

C.5 Survey answer of SATI Line Official admin

Interviewer : What are the current features that already exist?

Interviewee : There are about 2-3 children scan and contact to talk with the SATI staff per
month. They haven’t used other features before.

Interviewer : What is the problem they faced with the function, etc.?

Interviewee : I used to use Android and some Android devices cannot be turned on. So,
some of the children couldn't find that button, and didn't see anything to press.

Interviewer : Why do children under the foundation not use it?

Interviewee : I think that this must be surveyed by the user. I also want to know what is the
reason why they didn’t use it too.

Interviewer : Which features do you think we should add in the SATI Line Official account
to gain more engagement and be more interested in accessing Line ?

Interviewee : I prefer the appointment feature, like being told how many SATI staff are, who
you want to appoint with and what time the children prefer. It needs to be clear. For example :
If you want to talk about mental health problems, it needs to have a page to show what each
member of the team has as an expert topic with. We want a clear press type of the page
because for now it’s more like a normal chat. Because we have also given a personal line to
the children. Sometimes the children will send the message to me at night, which is a time
when we are resting and it makes it difficult for us to work as well. SATI Line Official will
frequently be used during August - March which during the time I went to do activities in
Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai. Normally, we have a projector that shows the QR code of SATI ,
but they might not be interested, probably because we didn't show what features exist in the
SATI Line Official. We just say that if you have a problem or want to talk, you can always
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add us to talk. The children in Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai often privately message to P'Nune
and P'Mon. P'Nune talks to about 6 people, P'Mon has about 2-3 people who greet us every
day during this month, which it's a red case such as sending me a picture of yourself being
harmed. So, we told the kids that if it wasn't an urgent matter, I won't answer after 9 p.m.
because I want to separate work and personal matters from each other. I don't want to join
LINE anymore because it's very tiring because right now there are a lot of kids in my
personal LINE. Another problem is that me and my team has 5 people and some of the kids
feel comfortable talking to just a few of them. So everyone had to update each other on what
they talked with children about today. When it was a private chat, they had to sit and talk for
a long time. But if we have this feature it will make working easier.

C.6 Survey answer of Krungsri team builder

Interviewer : Which feature prototype that we did can or cannot be put in SATI Line
Official?

Interviewee : I will discuss with my team and tell you later.

Interviewer : Any suggestions for the prototype?

Interviewee : I think your prototype is very perfect.

Interviewer : Are there any limitations to the prototypes we have designed?

Interviewee : If the game linked to the other websites (link to existing games like Pacman)
that it is not our own development, it may be unable to use the provided games. On the other
hand, if it is linked to the game that we develop. It should be possible on the developer's
side., but our team does not have that much of an expert in games development. For character
images, scene images, if developed on our own, will not face copyright issues.

Interviewer : How do you recommend our prototype to be designed so that it aligns with
changing trends and does not go outdated?

Interviewee : From the prototype that you presented, the design is beautiful and easy to use.
For the part that can last a long time without becoming obsolete, I think your design is
unlikely to go outdated because it uses easy-to-grasp icons, and is not very formal. Also, you
may need to look more for the colors that match with SATI branding.

Appendix D: Prototype

D.1 Draft

SATI User Interface (UI)

Within the front pages of the official SATI Line, there are six interfaces, namely Event,
Check-in, Chit-Chat, Video Clips, Hot Spots, and Profile
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Upon entering the Profile, you have the option to select one of the three buttons located at the
bottom of the page: Home, History, and About SATI.

● Home: This page displays the total number of points you have earned.
● History: Access this section to view the history of your redemptions and the activities

you have participated in.
● About SATI: Click here to explore SATI's presence on Facebook and other details

about the foundation.

Figure 24: SATI User Interface (UI) draft

Event
● In the first page after clicking to the Event icon, it will show up all the events in that

period
● The children can choose the event they are interested in or want to participate in. By

clicking each, they will see the picture of where that event is going to take place, as
well as the date and time.

● The registration is completed as the children see the message “Registration
completed. Don’t forget to join the activity!” popping up on the final page.

● Events can be categorized into three types
○ Free register and earn coins after attend
○ Use coins to attend and earn coins after attend
○ Use coins to attend but earn no coin
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Figure 25: Event feature draft

Check-in system
The Check-in system feature is designed to track how often the children log in to the
application.

● When the children click the check-in button, a calendar pop-up displays on their
mobile screens. This calendar visually represents their check-ins by displaying a tick
on the specific days they log in, indicating that they have earned a point for that day.
If the children consistently check in every day for one week or more, without missing
a day in between, they can redeem a mini gift. For instance, a new character for the
game
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● In the same calendar popup display, there will be a button that says ‘get more points’
which redirects them to the game.

GET MORE POINTS:

○ Inspired by Pac-man and Temple Run, we incorporate the thrill of getting
chased and trying to escape the monster into the game. The user will have
control of the character (Maybe SATI mascot) to walk through the maze to
avoid getting caught by the monster. Once arriving at a checkpoint, the user
will be prompted to watch the video of the day, featuring a video from one of
many topics in the short-video list (e.g first aid, survival skills etc.)

○ After watching the video, the user will have to answer questions related to the
video.

○ If correct→ they can move on and will get a point. If wrong → can rewatch
once again to answer all questions through the maze. If wrong again → try
again tomorrow.

Inspiration:

Figure 26: Inspiration of game in Check-in syste
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Draft:

Figure 27: Check-in feature draft

Counseling room or SATI CHIT-CHAT
In this feature, Children can communicate their personal problems with the caretaker.

Initiate the process by providing an option to select a caretaker, accompanied by detailed
descriptions for each. Following the selection of the preferred caretaker, children can then
proceed to choose their desired appointment time and day. Finally, the confirmation message
will be received before 1 hour of the appointment time. After communication with the
caretaker, children can express their feedback by selecting from five emotional emojis.

Draft:
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Figure 28: Counseling room or SATI CHIT-CHAT feature draft

Short Video Clip
- In this feature, the children can choose the video clip to watch to earn coins in order to

get a reward. The feature preferences are similar to Line today including top clips, for
you, and others. However, the children can earn 20 coins by watching for the first
time without skipping. If the children watch all of the clips, they will receive the
maximum coin without earning more in the next time.

- Most of the video clips will be about giving knowledge to the children such as first
aid, CPR, how to use bandages, cooking and others.

Draft:

Figure 29: Short Video Clip feature draft
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Hotspot location
● Inspired by BKKDW2024, the hotspot feature will display various resource locations

based on the district/area the user is in. For example, if they are in Samyan-Chula
district, the hotspot map will show food locations, hospitals, shelters, and SATI
offices or events nearby according to various icons.

● Reference pic:

Figure 30: BKKDW2024

● If the user allows for location to be detected, the hotspot feature can show them the
nearest resources to them within a 1-2 km radius. If the user clicks onto the icon
where they want to go, the feature will then show them the directions (might link
address/location to google maps to show direction).

Draft:

Figure 31: Hotspot location feature draft
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Profile & Redeem Point
● The Points page will show the amount of points the user has accumulated over time. If

the user has accumulated enough points to redeem a reward, the list of redeemable
rewards will be shown alongside the number of points needed to redeem it, as well as
the balance of points if the user chooses to redeem said reward.

● There is also a section highlighting what the user can redeem if they choose to keep
the points to accumulate more, alongside other ways to redeem more points.

E.g:

Figure 32: GrabUnlimited icon

Draft:
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Figure 33: Profile & Redeem point feature draft

D.2 First Prototype

SATI User Interface (UI)

Figure 34: SATI User Interface (UI) first prototype
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Event

Figure 35: Event feature first prototype
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Check-in system

Figure 36: Check-in feature first prototype

Counseling room or SATI CHITCHAT
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Figure 37: Counseling room or SATI CHIT-CHAT first prototype

Short Video Clip

Figure 38: Short Video Clip feature first prototype
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Hotspot location

Figure 39: Hotspot location feature first prototype

Profile & Redeem Point

Figure 40: Profile & Redeem point feature first prototype
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D.3 Adjusted Prototype

SATI User Interface (UI)

Figure 41: SATI User Interface (UI) adjusted prototype

Event
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Figure 42: Event feature adjusted prototype

Check-in system

Figure 43: Check-in feature adjusted prototype
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Counseling room or SATI CHIT-CHAT
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Figure 44: Counseling room or SATI CHIT-CHAT adjusted prototype

Short Video Clip

Figure 45: Short Video Clip feature adjusted prototype
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Hotspot Location

Figure 46: Hotspot location feature adjusted prototype

Profile & Redeem Point

Figure 47: Profile & Redeem point feature adjusted prototype
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D.4 Prototype Introduction Clip

Figure 48: Prototype introduction clip from youtube

Figure 49: QR code for prototype introduction clip

Youtube Link: https://youtu.be/0sZ6x8efQQY?si=RwVd7JEp-J97Y3tD
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Appendix E: Project Timeline

Table 5 : Project Timeline
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